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J.C. RUEFULLY I REGRET the salty water whiCh
fell from mine eyes, Wo~:fully it was mislaken for
weakness, N'ere agaln shall it happen in thine
presence,
04/28
SID, OUR :;;PIES detected you d~vouring hungrily .1
hot and juicy hamburger on this the hottest of lioly
days, The Sedar Gang.
04128

PERSONALS

SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
work to tourists, COilVCntion visitors, and
AJbuquerqucaos at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
• Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios ami offices
available on 2nd floor: $35, $~0, $60 }Jp, Rosenw~ld
Building, Fourth and Central. 242y6!66, 298-6046.
· HISTORY ENTHUSIASTS: ATTEND Southwest
.
M/~
Regional Phi Alpha Theta Conference on Saturday,
April 29, 1978, from 9 am to I pm in SUB 1 second
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
04/28
floor.
tfn
Casey Opt teal Company. 255-8736

'.'.~

•

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tr<~ception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
'04/28
294-0171.
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie ticke~s
•now available, SUB Box Office. $2,50,
tf11
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)--Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent off)--cigarette lighters (20 per cent off),
Transparent window decals (rainbows), All at Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 107B Cornet!SE, M-F 8-6,
04/28
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP; A
nOn-acudcmic irnroduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker, Gary Doberman,
266-0863, afternoons/evenings. Begins ~arly June,
04/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, priming.
Fine~grain or pushwprocessing of film, Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices, Advice if asked. A~Photographer, 265-2444,
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
04/28
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
~campaign work with <~People for Pete Domenici;"
Call268-2476.
M/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Co·
op, 106 GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170,
04/28
ELECTION OF PRES! DENT. Last Phi Alpha Theta
meeting, 3:30 pm Friday, May 5, 1978: History
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
04/28
LO, I MISS YOU I Call Lcs.
M/28
FIRST EDITION OF Conceptions-Southwest on sale
now for $2.00 in Room 105 Marron Hall and on the
mall.
04128
M/28
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budget.
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pick up some
discount movie lickcts? They're good at any G. C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. $2.50 at the SUB
Bo.~o: Office.
tfn
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER offers Free Personality and J.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church or
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265·9544,
04/28
THE PEOPLE NEED a lawyer too, Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
Attorney General. Call 843-7712 or 843-7713. 04/28
GOLDEN INN MEMORlAL Day Arts and Crafts
Fair/Flea Market. Want a booth? Contact C & S
Promotions, 265-3665.
04128
FINAL CLEARANCE AT the UNM Bookstore Sale-thio,; week.
04/28

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss
LOST: GOLD PINKY ring wilh fake jewels, Great
sentimental value. Reward, 898-9431 or 277~4883.
.
04/28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS North of Physics Bldg, in
the grass. One red key lab led K24. Identify and claim
Room 105, Manon Hall.
04/28
FOUND PEKE-CROSS PUPPY, 255-5892, 277·
4826.
04128
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR in library
Tuesday, April25. ld~ntify and claim. Joe, 247-9800,
04128
LOST: BOOK l BEETHOVEN Piano Sonatas, in
music practice room. Call John at 277~5988 Elfter 9
pm. Reward offered.
04/28
FOUND; VW KEY. Identify and pickup in 306
Hodgin Hall,
04/28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS by Duck Pond. Identify and
claim in Rm. 105, Marron Hall.
04/28

3.

4. HOUSING

DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS available all sum·
mer, SUB Box Office, $2.50. We'll keep selling them
as long as you keep buying lhem.
04/28
ANGEL CITY SOON! At the VORTEX.
04/28
SEE 11M ORE ACTS OF PASSION" before tlle
drudgery of finals hils. April 27,28,29 in UNM'l>
Experimental Theatre. Tickets only St.50 at the Fine
Arts Box Office.
04128
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ESTELA. From Su and Sofia.
04/28
PHIL STERLING •• YOU'RE beuatifull Do you

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live: for summer term?
Corne to the College lnn.303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
04128
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call 898-1254,
04/28
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after 3:00 pm
and some evenings in exchange for room and board.
Basement apt, separate entrance, close to University.
Car necessary, personal and work references

believe in lust at first sight? A long time admirer from
04/28
afar. Jan.

required. Call Landau's after 8 pm, 255-2635. 04/28
WANTED--CLEAN, QUIET person to share house:

PKW USES CRUEX. Hope there's lots of happiness
in your future.
04/28

b

4

SILVER CITY TOURIST Information, contact Tim
Witthauer on the night of the full moon,
04/28
LISA MARIE IS THERE really life after LA7 KIT.
04128
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour ... cvery Friday from 5:30 to 7:30,
04/28
HAPPY NINETEENTH, Tscnrc Pompeo.

d

partially furnished; front and ack: yar ; garage;
washing machine, 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Ca112S5·S73.S.
04/28
MINUTES TO UNM. large 2-bdrm, :shaded yard,
kids, pets, $13S. Call262~1751, Valley Rentals, S30
fcc.
04128
BIKE TO UNM, impressive l-bdrm, private yard,

FOR THE 21ST, Lib. You've been the best, you are
the best, but your best is yet to come. Happy B.D.;
wish I could be there. Love always, Lu.
04/28
DANBI'S PUB IS NOW Open. Norlh of 140, on
Coors NW, in the Palomino Club Complex. Serving
Pizza and Po Boys, a large variety of imported beers.
Join us for Attitude Adjustment Hour 4;00 pm to
8:00pm.- Our Grand Opening is May 12& 13. We are

PATRICK MURPHY WILL BE buried Sat. ac
cording to SAE ritual. Escorts will be picked up at
respective houses at 6:30 sharp!
04/2.8

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM sele~trie) and
now 3-minute Passporl Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.
lfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
04/28
aval!able. Call Tim, 268-6510.
GET YOUR TYPEWRJTER repaired now at
Discount Prices, 881-4213.
04/28
TYPING, TRANSCRIBING-·296·3138 after 3:00,
M/28
TYPING 243·5117.
04/28
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC Typing, After 6 pm,
883-7960.
04/28
RACKET STRINGING. $6. Guaranteed, Call Rick,
242-9366.
M/28
SAVE TH[S AD! You may need CUSTOM sewing
done. Clothing, household items, alterations. Call
04/28
898-5977.
NEED INEXPENSIVE STORAGE space fo< the
summer? Call Pioneer Warehouses. 299-7050. 04/28
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Mike, 247-9083.
M/28
TENNIS ANYONE? SUMMER lessons. Private and
group. Call Mike at 296·5305.
04/28
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assislance,
M/28
265-J 164.
WANTED FURNISHED HOUSE and/or apl.
listings for .summer employees (college profs. & grad
students) who will be arriving during May and June
and leaving in Aug, to early Sept. please call 26404/28
1559. Sandia Laboratories.

AGORA WISHES YOU good luck on finals. If
things do not look: good In the mornings, call us ol'
come in. 277·3013.
04128
FREE KITTENS: 7 weeks old, friendly, Ju~althy, big
04,'28
cars. 1 calico, 2 black. 265-4734, Joe.
HELP PETE RETIRE. Work for Toney Anaya, 8211634.
04128
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED for Bruce King
Campaign, Democrat for Governor. Ca11293-5233 or
M/28
881-6343.

proud to
be featuring
jazz &
with the
L &get
L
Band,
featuring
Eric Udel
& dancing
Leslie Smith.
Let's
acquainted.
04/28
DOMINICK I.LOVE YOU too. Bev.
M/28
K.A.'s HAVE A GREAT Dixie. The South will rise
again this weekend. Love, Pam.
04/28

LOST&FOUND

S60. Hurry! Ca11262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 f~-/""

I-BLOCK TO CLASS, clean 1-bdrmt $80, half
utilities paid. Call262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
M/28
VISITING FACULTY SEEKING fully-furnished
home or apartment' to rent June4-July 31. References
a.vallablc, Write: Glickcn, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
Lawrence, Kansas, 66044 orcall913-841-2960. 04/28
SUBLET FOR SUMMER, $120 plus utilities, furnished l bedroom apartment and garage, Bernie) 243~
5980.
M/28
WANTED FEMALE TO share 2-bdrm house. Near
UNM, $100 rent plus Vz utilities, 842-6156ufter6:00
pm.
04/28
RENT-I BEDROOM HOUSE, North Valley--gas,
water, garbage paid. $140/mo., single person only,
Paul296-4886 9~S, 344~2540 evenings.
04/28
ROOMMATE WANTED 1 SHARE 3~bedroom
furnishe:d house with two men and dog. Enclosed
yard, patio, garden,' washing machine. $92 plus
04/28
utilities, 247-2697,
FEMALE PREFERRED TO share large N. Valley
home. $135 plus. 344-6207,
04/28
FEMALE NONSMOKER, 23 plus, share 2-bdrm
apartment with same, Near Washington, Lomas. $86
plus utilities, deposit. 255-8498.
04/28
3825 ANDERSON SE, STUDENTS •• Here it is! 2bedroom house, den, free standing fireplace, fenced
yard - within biking distance to UNM. Freshly
painted, great kitchen-- $325/month, $12~/damage
deposit. We pay water & garb, .For appt, call 2569013.
.J
04/28
TIDY GIRL ROOMER tot share house and patio
04/28
w/kitchen priviledges, 268-5201. $90/mo,

"s:- FOR SA,LE

. ·~

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR 'Family sleep better
if your home or apartment was protected from fire?
Bra~d new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alurm, Self~charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valued at $360, asking $190 or good offer.
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7~9 pm and
04/28
weekends.
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $),25, UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256-1495.
04/28
DEPENDABLE. MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale, $30, Call 883-8644 eves from 7~9 and weekends,
04128

~N:-:A-:Z::-I-;:O.,F:=FI'"C"'E"'R"'S--;-H:::E::-L':"M:::E::;T:-:··=Rccom:cm:ce:;l,;::s~Afrika

Korps. Mint condition. Must sell. Asking $150. 24304/28
2368.
MICHELJN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265-5170.
04128
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories.
10-speed tunc-up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,
268·3949.
04128
Tl58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00, Cal! John
at 277-5988 after 9 pm.
tfn
1958 FORD 24 PASSENGER bus, partially converted to camper. Built·in cabinets, stove, 2 propane
tanks, john, stainless steel sinks. New clutch, valve
04128.
lOb, bauery. 881-4769after5,
1972 PINTO. GOOD condition, FM stereo, $800.
Call255-2921.
M/28
1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
A!C, excellent MPG. SI29S. 293-4389 after6:00.
04128
1973 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. One-family car,
good condition, radio. Call843-7370 after 5 pm.
M/28
SOFA--MODERN GREEN, very good condilion,
$115. Maple desk, 7 drawers, $100. Phone 821-3222.
M12B
WATER BED FRAME for double- bed. Wood,
Oared, $20. Also coffee table and chair for sale. Call
04128
"843·7370 afler4 pm.
VW, 1973, METALLIC BLUE. Excellent mechanical
condition. Good price. 294-4576.
04/28
EXCELLEN:r CONDITION. '72 D•.ISun Fastback,
Sll!iO. New tires, battery, clutch. Ct111881·68S2 after
5pm.
M/28
CAMARO, 1968.RALLYSPORT. New transmission,
rebuilt engine, S1200 or best offer. 883-4430. 04/28
FOR SALE, 2 BLACK bucket seats for Fiat Spydcr.
04/28
Make offer. 255-8093.
10 SPEED, 23.5 inch frame, $60, Call Eric, 266-5103.
M/28
INCREDIBLE YARD SI\LEI Sat. Only. Books,
baby items, furniture, plants, clothes, sewing
machine, appliances, bike. etc. 526 Cagua SE, near
Zuni & San Pedro.
04/28
CLASSICAL GUITAR. EXC. for beginner. $100
with case or best offer. 243~198S.
04/28
GREENHOUSE SALE. CHEAP plants, nowering,
much variety. Fri-Sun, 309 Amherst SE, side door.
04/28
YARD SALE. FURNITURE_. books, junk. I0-4 Sat.
120:5 Tijeras NE.
04/28
CHAINLESS KAWASAKI 175 F-7 Dirt, 1974.
Offer. 881-2873. John.
M/28

6.

EMPLOYMENT

""' .w
OVERSEA5-JOB5-SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
-;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;:==~~~;::::;::::;:=~=====~
1

IL!IriC SPDITI
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING.

Open
During
Summer
Session

S. America, Auslralia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500Bo>< 2450, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87573 for in·
$1200 monthly, expemes paid, sightseeing. Free
formatiOJli or call (not collect) SOS 757-8772. 04/28
inform~tlon··Writ~: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept, NB,
RESPONSIULE HAlHSrrrtK· NbbUbU tor can:
Berkely, Ca, 947M.
M/28
of one year old. I evening a week in our home, Call
265-9315.
04/28
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT) WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
MUSICIAN NEEDED FOR Cocktail Hour. Apply al
cooks .and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have 4
Ned's, 4200 Central SE.
04/2S
days off, $2.65/hr. plus commission, Apply MondayWAITRESSES, DOOR GUARDS, and sondwlch
Friday 10-4 or SaturdayS- II at 136 Louisiana NE.
mak~·n; needed. Apply at Ned's, 4200 Central SE.
04128
04/28
PART-'I'IME- JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to Work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old,
Apply in person, flo phone calls please. Save.Way
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mchaul NE.
passes for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
' 04128
NE, 247-2515.
04/28
GRADUATING? HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of
CHARTERS ARE SMARTER! Intercontinental
History? Invest in your career. Join Phi Alpha Theta
Travel Ccmre, 107 Girard Blvd, SE.· 255-6830, 265·
(History Honorary Society). Phi Alpha Theta Office,
04/28
9860. Open 9 am- 9 1>m.
Mesa VIsta Hall2076.
04/28
RIDES AND RIDERS avail<1ble, Share gas and
INS'i'RUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco Dance,
driving. ITC, 265-9860.
·04/28
$3,50/per hour. YWCA, Call Cathy. 247-8841, 04128
llURAILPASSES,. BRITRAILPASSES, AND
HEIGHTS YMCA SUMMER Employment,
European summer event schedules available, NOW nt
Counselors Day Camp, 265·-6971, ·oebi or Bill .. 04/28
lntercontillentaiTravcl Centre, 265-9860, 255~6830.
04128
ICE CREAM' PARLOR, full and/or part-time,
$2.65/hr. beginning around May 15'. 262-0415. 04/28
ONE RIDER TO SHARE expenses and driving 1o
Central N.Y. Leaving May 13. Call266-0553 or 265EVENINGS PART TIME summer jobs, $8-$10 hour.
4736.
04/27
Personal interview call Chct Crandall, Division
04/28
Director S.M,C. Industries, 265-5097,
SUMMER COUNSELORS, NURSE, environmental
education director- needed for Camp Fire Girls
SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
1csident camp. Call Bobbie, 265-8786 9:00-4:30,04128
work to tourists, convention visitors, and
SU~1MER JOBS. CORONADO Club snack bor.
Albuquerqueans at the lJOWNTOWN UAZAAR.
Must be 21. Apply at Coronado Club KAFB. 265~
Stalls: $7 day, $100 month, Studios and offices
6791,
04128
available on 2nd naor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
HELP WANTED-~SUMMER Camp Counselors for
, Building, Fourth and Central, 242-6166, 298-5046.
Boy's Camp. Live-in position for camp located in the •
04/28
mountains ncar Santa Fe, New Mexico. Job also
NEED $35? FEMALE volunteers needed for research
incllldes teaching one of the following: tennis, riding,
project. Take estrogen and have blood draw11.
fishing, pature. Dates of employment Jt.ne 14
Further information call Pat, 277~4064.
04/28
through August 12. Write ~~rsonnel Director, P.O.

7.

8.

RACKETS- BALLS·
STRINGING
CLOTHING

Torn posters are blowing freely
across the ground, bumper stickers
of candid<Jtes now eliminated by the
June 6 primary are painstakingly
being torn from car bumpers and
politicians. are resting their weary
throats.

MISCELLANEOUS

But behind those posters, stickers
and voices are those ever-loyal
campaign workers.
Harry Pavlidas, who was the
volunteer coordinator for the
defeated Lt. Governor candidate
Tom Rutherford, 'said, "I think it's
a kind of magic.
"Once
you've
committed
yourself to a campaign, you can't
back out because you begin to lay

New Balance
Shoes

Campaign volunteers work hard, win or lose. These workers asked not to be identified.
guilt trips on yourself," Pavlidas
said.
"I'm really good at laying guilt
trips on people without making
them come off like guilt trips. I say,
'God, I need you, I can't do it
without you' Which is true. I'm not

coming up with any kind of bull," young people really need to get
he sid.
involved. Young people are going
Campaign
worker
Susan to be in charge in a while and they
Schilling said, "I've made a lot of need to know what's going on."
friends. It's become really fun to
Pavlidas agreed, saying, "When
come down and work.''
I sit back and don't do anything,
Another worker said, "I feel whatever happens to me, happens.

DAILY

Schilling said, "This is my first
campaign and I love it."
Pavlidas, who described himself
as a. "political animal" said he
worked as much as 10-16 hours a
day, and also said about the world
of politics, "I just think it's a kind
of magic."

By BILL ROBERTSON

ASUNM
wrap-up

lnvestigage The Truth Of Baha'u'llah's Teachings.
Write: Baha'i Student Association
Box 4873
ACROSS

and fool

twTcn Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

1 Central idea 45 Juicy fruits
5 Religious
47 Bundles

festival

299-4944

48 Oath of old

10 N.Mex. re-

49 P.l.island
sort
50 Garbage
14 City in Judah 53 01 the: Fr.
15 Sheeplike
54 St~eel ur16 Magic
.chms
17 Feminine
58 Urges per-

name

sistently

18 Unneces-

61 Ofthe mouth
sary repeti- 62 Fly upward
lion
63 Author ···-

THWTB
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Garcia
•
perJury
charge
dropped

The ASUNM Elections Commission has dropped perjury
charges against newly elected VicePresident Leonard Garcia and fined
Mimi Swanson, elected ASUNM
president on April 12, $35 for
submitting an inaccurate financial
statement.
Patrice Tomasi, chairperson of
the commission at the time, said a
Jack of cooperation from subpoena'!d witnesses forced the
commission to drop its perjury
charges against Garcia.
"All we got were 'no comments'
from the people we questioned at
the hearings," she said.
Swanson, held accountable by
the commission for her involvement
in the controversial full-page ad
which ran in the April 12 LOBO,

20 Serf
Laos
22 Neighbor of 64 Ship of 1492

s. Oak.

65 Birds

23 Played a part 66 ~egally pun·
24 Fix in surtshable
rounding . 67 Bridge seat

matter
26 Go quickly
27 Transported
30 U.S. presi·

dent
34 Awn
35 Precisely
36 Electric unit

37 Wander
through .
3a Base
40 Concern
41 Ending for
inc or rev

DOWN
1 Whale herds
2 False god .
3 Yemen c;;tpt-

tal
4 Cross and

recross
5 In support of

6 Made equal
7 Assisted
8 Slight by ignoring
9 Playing card
10 Followed
the course
of
·
11 Parent's sis·

ter
12 If ever
13 Germ

19 Milk plant
21 Release
25 Musical

40 Sightseers'

guide
42 Beverage
44 Greek gulf
46 Dynamo

parts
Sp. coin
Founder of ,
Bolshevism
50 Judicious
51 Roman god
52 Bridge
53 Desert fealure
55 Diva's solo
56 Outlaws
57 Blind strip
59 Plumbing
item
60 ··· soda

group of the 47
'60s
49
26 Do it the -27 Brazilian In·

dian
"Only . -··"
Watercourse
That girl
Very angry
Kind of alcohoi
33 Valleys
35 Vitality

28
29
30
31
32

39

was found guilty by the commisssion of submitting an inaccurate financial statement and fined
$35. The commission ruled that her
statement should have included
mention of the ad, which cost $192
and included the signatures of more
than 40 people supposedly supporting the campaigns of Swanson
and Garcia.
After dealing with these and
other charges of campaign
violations against newly-elected
senators, the commission certified
the results of the April 12 elections
and those elected were sworn in.
Phil Abney, the basketball player

By LINDA GLEASON

:.fl~'

-
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Summer
Vacation

The Central Avenue Traffic
Study Task Force, in its first report,
has recommended that the decision
to remove on-street parking on
Central Avenue to off-street lots be
delayed for up to one year. The task
force, created in January 1978,
represents UNM, Central Avenue
businessmen and the City of
Albuquerque.
A parking survey made during
May 1977 shows the area of heaviest
on-street parking on Central
Avenue is from Buena Vista to
Columbia.
The removal of on-street parking
on Central has been considered to
improve pedestrian safety. The task
force, however, wishes to evaluate
the effectiveness of other measures,
which have been or are to be imPhNo by .Tames Fisher
plemented.
For these two, summer
The task force has concluded that
means a cool drink in the if on-street parkillg on Central

,.

'),

woods.

Association,
the
General
Govenmental (ASUNM) fund, the
Kiva Club, NCHO (National
Chicano Health Organization),
New Mexico PIRG and the
Residence
Halls
S ludents
Association.
According to ASUNM law, those
groups whose budgets are not
passed in a second student
referendum are eligible for only one
and one-half percent of the total
student government budget. This
figure is approximately $4000.
Swanson said she expects to meet
with the senate business office in an
{continued on page 16)

Budget approved by regents

Traffic
decision
delayed

...

who tied with David Epstein for the
most votes received in the senate
elections, has not been sworn in yet
because the senate has not been able
to reach him.
The proposed student govenment
budget for 1978-79, a majority of
its line items vetoed in a student
referendum held April 12, fared
consider.bly better in a second vote
held April 28. All but seven
organizations' budgets were approved by the students in the vote,
held the Friday of Fiesta Week.
Those organizations which did not
pass were the Albuquerque Boycott
Committee, the A TM Business

Increases $55 million
UNM
regents
June
5
unanimously
approved
a
$188,406,237 budget for 1978-79,
an increase of nearly $55 million
from 1977-78.
Most of the increase is to be used
as operation funds for the Bernalillo County Medical Center for

"flit············ ········•••"

Backpacks'.

He said, "I've been killing my
butt for three months and I'm not
going to let that go down the drain,
whether I'm going to get anything
out of the campaign or not."

New Mexico

WHO IS BAHA'U'LLAH?
His name means the "Glory of God". He is God's promised
Messenger for our time. Like Krishna, Buddha, Abraham,
Moses, Zoroaster, Jesus Christ, and Muhammad before
Him, His teachings both admonish man to turn his thoughts
toward the spiritual life and provide the social teachings
relative to our growing needs. Moses brought the Ten Commandments. Jesus Christ brought the commandment of
love. Baha'u'llah has brought the teachings for world unity.
The religion of God is progressively taught by many
prophets of equal station. Their individual missions are fit·
ted to the needs and capacity of evolving man. As Jesus
Christ said, "I have many things to tell you, but you cannot
bear them now." Baha'u'llah is the latest of God's
Messengers with the teachings for today.

43 ••.. -

Nittali.a
Balls

working on the campaign and then
had another job which he quit to
provide more time on the campaign.

But there was a time when the
posters were plastered so as to stay
put until election day, bumper
stickers were not faded and
politicians voices rang out loud and
clear.
·

-.... _

/lith a1

Pavlidas was going to school.

IT'S MISSION: To establish the unity of mankind through
the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

symbol

Yasali.a
Ping Poug Bats

Just like in Nazi Germany, when
people sat back and let the whole
thing take over. When not enough
people get involved, demagogues
take over. That's why 1 get involved."

For now at least, the political
world has come to a screeching
halt.

TRAVEL

THE BAHA'I FAITH

42 Quietness

tCtnnt~

:!~for now·

continued on page 6

services not previously included in
the University budget.
Without the new BCMC expenditures, the regents were told,
UNM's operating budget for next
year would reflect a 20 percent
increase. A major part of the increase is in funds from the federal
government
for
particular
programs.
Expenditures for the University
exceed both the $144 million city
budget and the $160 million public
schools budget.
Also at the meeeting the regents:

--Approved the purchase of two
houses adjacent to the campus from
Carl Scott for $100,000 and asked
the Campus Planning Committee to
study possible uses of the
residences.
--Authorized the adminstration
to include in a bid for the Nationai
Collegiate Athletic Association
1983
basketball championship
tourney a proposal to build a
facility next to the UNM arena to
serve the expected 400 reporters.
continued on page 6

Scholarship fund
honors Montoya
Former U.S. Senator Joseph M. Montoya, whose political career
spanned four decades in New Mexico, was buried Thursday in Santa
Fe.
Tributes came from political leaders throughout the state and across
the nation to the man who left the tiny rural village of Pena Blanca to
become the state's senior senator and a millionaire.
Montoya's Senate career was noteworthy for his constant support
for progrmas to aid education, labor and the poor,
Gov. Jerry Apodaca called Montoya's death a "vP.ry personal"
loss. "All New Mexicans are saddedned hy the loss of this great friend
and citizen," he said.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce Fabian Chavez attended the
funeral as a representatiw for President Carter. He gave Mrs.
Montoya a personal letter from the President.
Although the former Senator gained national recognition for his
participation on the Senate Watergate Panel, Montoya was defeated
in his 1976 re-election bid by political newcomer and former astronaut
Harrison Schmitt.
Montoya died Monday in Washington D.C. after a short illness.
A memorial fund has been established and donations may be made
through the UNM development office to the Joseph M. Montoya
Scholar hip Fund at the UNM Law School.
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Public ·speaks; taxes fall
SACRAMENTO, Calif (UPI) Public employees began receiving
dismissal notices Thursday, and
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.
prepared further deep spending cuts
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in response to California's new tax.
slashing law.
Brown went before the legislature
to announce how the state would
help local governments make up the
$7 billion loss of reve•nue forced by
the landslide passage Tuesday of
Proposition 13.
Taking a page from the book of
former Gov. Ronald Reagan,
Brown earlier imposed a state
employee hiring freeze tliat was
estimated to save $54 million over.
the next year. Reagan froze hiring
for several months in 1967 as an
economy measure.

The new Jarvis-Gann tax
!Imitation law directs the legislature
by July 1 to disperse $5 billion in
property tax revenues among local
agencies and schools, a loss of $7
billion from the amount th~t had
been expected before proposition
13 intervened.

Predictions of public employee·
firings were fluctuating widely.
Jobless estimates ran as high as
75,000.

The law rolls back property
assessments to 1975 levels, sets
property taxes at 1 percent of fair
market value and slows assessment
increases to 2 percent annually. It
also requires that any state tax

The chairman of the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors, Pete
Schabarum, predicted that at least
10,000 would be laid off in the
state's most populous county, even
if the legislature provided as much
·
help as it could.

increase be levied only by' a difficult-to-obtain two-thirds yote of
the legislature.
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BUT EVEI:fN WOOD GRADUATES CAN READ

World News

JAWS 2 IN 44 MINUTES

Praises U.S.·
Does a college student really need
life insurance?
No. Not unless your life is important
to someone. Or will be soon. Like if
you're planning on a marriage, a family
and a career.
But not just ·a policy. You need a
sound program, designed to fit your
pocketbook now and your needs 30
years from now. That's financial planning. Let's talk about the right program
for you. Person to person.

Rob Hnttell
120 Vo.sso.r Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque, N.m. 87106
_
)
_
ftSouthwesternL•re
( 505 255 1613
.... ~-W.-peliASII M!U\Ce.

tJ1t 75 yeoM.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
AT AGORA

..

At That Speed, The 293 Pages Come Across
With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.

Zaire raps Russia
KINSHASA, ZAIRE (UPI)
Zaire Thursday blasted the Soviet
Union as "modern day czarists"
but praised the United States as one
of "our best friends" and hinted
that Chinese Chairman Hua KuoFeng may visit Africa this year.
Foreign· Minister UmbaDi Lutete
gave Zaire's views on the world's
superpowers as U.S. transports
flew in more troops of an interAfrican peace-keeping force and
chinese Foreign Minister Huang
Hua flew to the Netherlands to
drum up support in Europe against
the Kremlin's growing African
· influence.
''The United States has always
been among our best friends,"
Umba said. "Each time we had
problems, the United States has
come to our aid. If ever we had
asked for anything, America has
given it to us."
He recognized that because of
"domestic considerations and
congress'' the Carter ad-

ministration might not be as free as
it would like in dealing with African
questions.
American tanker planes ferried
fuel to the Zaire army base of
Kamina,
where
Belgian
paratroopers established their
headquarters for last month's
rescue by French and Belgian forces
of some 2,500 whites from the
rebel-held town of Kolwezi.
U.S. C-141 transport planes are
currently flying the French
legionnaires who liberated Kolwezi
back to their headquarters in
Corsica and bringing in Moroccan
and Senegalese troops to replace
them.
Umba said Moscow "entraps •
third world countries (by giving
them arms) and then calls in their
debts. It is exactly the same policy
as the czars. You look at the
Russian leadership now. Theirs is
exactly the same policy and they are
modern-day czars.
"At the moment we have the
situation in hand," Umba said.
"But it is necessary to show wr
have friends who are very much
opposed to this Cuban-Soviet
adventure.
"If there is a big enough reaction
to what they have done. They will
not do it again. If there is not, they
will try to escalate it."
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You can do It, too. So far over 1,000,000 other people have
done It. People who have different jobs, different lOs, different Interests, different educations have completed the course.
Our graduates are people from all walks of life. These people
have air taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their
reading speed with equal or better comprehension. Most
have Increased it even more.
Think for a moment what that means. All of them-even
the slowest-now read an average novel in less than two
hours. They read an entire Issue of Time or Newsweek in 35
minutes. They don't skip or skim. They read every word.
They use no machines. Instead, they let the material they're
reading determine how fast they read.

And mark this well: they actually understand more, remember more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly.
That's right! They understand more. They remember more.
They enjoy more.
You can do the same thing-even If you're a relatlvAiy
slow reader now. We guarantee it. In fact, if you don't at
least triple your reading efficiency (rate In relation to comprehension), your entire tuition will be refunded. ·
To find out more about how the Evelyn Wood course can
work for you, give us a call. Our summer classes are forming
now and class sizes are limited so don't delay.
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Loneliness is the feeling that no one cares. Sometimes that
loneliness can be lessened by talking with someone. Agora
is staffed by students who care. We listen, understand the
demands of student life, offer suggestions when requested,
and can suggest help and services when desired. Now we're
looking for volunteers. Come by or call us and find out what
we're all about.
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ORIENTATION: JUNE 19
ORTEGA 147, 7:00
CAN'T COmE?
CALL 277-3013
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SUMMER CLA·SSES. ARE FORMING NOW
.SO CALL TODAY

EVE'L YN WOOD
READING
DYNAMICS
'
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
PROFESSIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL GROUPS
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IRS advises tax break
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The h~ternal Revenue Service has advised full-time students seeking
summer JObs that they may not need to have federal income taxes withheld
from their wages.
Those students who had no income tax liability in 1977 and do not
expect ~o have any for 197.8 qualify for exemption from withholding of
federal.mcome tax from theu wages, the IRS said.
Students may clai.m exemption from withholding by securing a copy of
Form W-4 from the1r nearest IRS office and filing it with their employers
the IRS advised.
'
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Legendary Joe

p..

Joseph M. Montoya and his now-famous "rags to riches" saga are
New Mexico legends we will not soon forget.
Senator Montoya, who died June 5 of kidney and liver failure in a
Washington, D.C. hospital, made noticeable and important contributions to the state and the country during his 40-year political
career.
Montoya, a self-proclaimed poor boy from the village of Pena Blanca
who worked his way through school, was especially interested in
education and the problems of the rural poor. One of his greatest
achievements was the Economic Development Act, which helped many
New Mexico communities.
·
He was a vocal and respected spokesman for ·Hispanic-Americans.
He will be missed; and he will be remembered.

•

Applaud ra1ses

DOONESBURY

Letters

50 HOaf'o 'rO!JR
The UNM regents approved a $188-plus budget for the 1978-79 year,
an increase of almost $55 million over this year's budget.
Part of the budget hike will go for University secretarial and clerical
workers' salary increases.
UNM is said to be a chaotic bureaucracy at times; but without the
help of the clerks and secretaries, it would be even more so.
We applaud the allocation for their raises; they are well-deserved.

Tax revolt
We await the tumultuous effect the passing of California's ·
Proposition 13 will have on the rest of the country. The proposition,
which will cut property taxes in California by more than half, was
passed Juno 6 by a whopping 2 to 1 margin.
Howard Jarvis, the prime mover and shaker behind the tax proposal,
prophesies a nationwide tax revolt as a result of Proposition 13's
overwhelming victory in his state.
People in California were mad as hell and they did something about
it. We'll see how long it will take for other outraged property-owners to
react and act.

·•

Traffic improvement
The Central Avenue Traffic Study Task Force has implemented
several pedestrian safety measures in the last few months. Such improvements include reducing the speed limit in the University area,
installing pedestrain signals on all signals around UNM and marking the
three-foot pedestrian safety,zones between parked cars.
Such measures can only be an improvement on the safety situation
around campus. And other safety measures are to be implemented
shortly.
The task force has done an admirable job of working together to
make the University area safer. We hope they continue such helpful
recommendations.

PRIMAf?t' GO THIS
SPRING, tAC&Y?

Nuclear Safety
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a specialist
We know more
about bicycles
· than anyone
else in town
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Bring this ad in for a 20% discount on locks and chains

Photo by John Chadwick

WELCOME BACK!

One of the things that initially impressed me about nuclear power
was the tremendous strength of nuclear power plant containment
buildings. In my opinion, they are the most conservatively designed
buildings ever built. Since entering the nuclear engineering program
here at UNM, I have found that this conservatism pervades all areas of
the profession.

•

4 good reasons to

Non-technical people often think of safety as an absolute. This is
absurd. It is not enough to talk about something being "safe.'' Safety
only has meaning when compared to other things. The record of
nuclear power speaks for itself. Although anti-nuclear forces may
attribute the non-fatal nature of nuclear accidents to "luck," I know
there is a tremendous amount of engineering involved.
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First let me apologize for another boring letter on religion. This letter
is meant to express disappointment of the theology being thrown
around in this rag.
To all who have previously written: Do you find your belief in your
"god," or whatever, so threatened that you must jump not only to
defend but also to justify your beliefs and position?.
Why not let everyone believe in their own way and leave it at that?
Isn't it,enough that you have found stability in your belief? I am tired, as
I am sure others are, of this constant barrage of theology I've encountered. Don't get me wrong - I believe every individ,ual has the
right to worship in any way he wishes so long as he doesn'tl~ry to force
his beliefs on others and doesn't harm anyone or antying in the process.
I defend everyone's right to this and find myself disappinted when
other people or groups attack another's way of belief. Belief is relative
to each individual so who is to say who is more correct? Be content that
you have found what suits you. Let those who wish to find a way to
believe find you - believe rne, if they need to, they will.
Jim Waugh

3:

Yale Blvd.

The sort of reasoning (or lack of reasoning) ignores a basic problem
confronting the engineer in every engineering project. That is, how to
maximize safety, while still allowing the profitable operation of the
plant. With a bachelor's degree in civil engineering, I realize that when a
bridge is built there is always the possibility that the bridge could fail
due to a fatal error or "an act of God." This factor does not keep.
bridges from being built.
.

Finally, I wish to make a comment concerning the nuclear prophets
of doom, who wish for us to overnight convert to solar energy (i.e., the
magic wand energy scenario) and let the northeast U.S. live in
darkness. The allegations of these people make the front page, while
the conclusions of an exhaustive technical sutdy make section B, if they
make the paperey at all. lt',s cheap and easy to criticize and talk about the
possibilities of uncertain 'technologies (which won't design), but it takes
brains and hard work to design something and then make it work. I
hope the public realizes thE!
difference.
,}
Charles R. Williamson

~

Buy
your bicycle

Editor:
One of the allegations made against nuclear power is that it is not
safe. Although there has never been a fatal accident in a commercial
nuclear power plant, there is always the possibility, however remote,
that such an accident will occur. Thus, the reasoning goes, the consequences of such an occurrence is so catastrophic as to make nuclear
power "an unacceptable risk."

lndividuat·belief
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A leading medical expert · on
running believes in beer as a fluidreplacer and source of quick energy
for joggers and long distance
runners.
Dr. George Sheehan suggests
beer as first choice fluid-replacer
because the alcohol is absorbed and
beer does not require digestion as
do other drinks which contain
sugar. The fluid Sheehan said, then
gets into the system more quickly.
Sheehan, who ran in the 1977
Boston Marathon, said, "I know of
16 runners who were overcom~ (by
the heat) and spent the night in the
hospital. I had no trouble. I drank
12 ounces of beer two mi~utes
before the start. Then, I drank
water until the halfway mark. After
that, I bummed a beer every three
miles:'
Also a believer in drinking beer
to replace lost fluids is Dr. Thomas
Bassler, editor. of the American
Medical Joggers Association
publication. Bassler said he runs 25
miles every Sunday, taking a beer
every few miles. When asked how
far he ran, Bassler replied, "I
jogged a six pack."
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1. New York style Hickory
smoked hot dogs
2. Potato Knishes
3. No-smoking dining available
4. Fro-Yo 100% natural frozen·
yogurt (nothing artificial added)
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Directly Across From Yale Park

2216 Central SE..· 265·5986
by Garry Trudeau

C Sale.

One coupon per customer
Expires June 14, 1978

Buy any two sandwiches
and get the third of
equal value for just 1 ¢
(excluding Crown, Inflation,
Health Spa, and Posh)

Coupon

·closing·
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Spanish courses added
00
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Regents approve budget
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--Changed the name of the
Robert 0. Anderson School of
.g Business and Administrative
...:!
Services to the Robert 0. Anderson
B School
of Management.
Cl
--Appointed Anne: J. Brown
8 secretary of the University filling
'B the vacancy left by John N. Durrie
':E who retired.

"'

?:

--Heard a report that 153 of the
182 freshmen enrolled with
deficiencies in required subjects
made up those deficiencies within
the required time period and
avoided disenrollment.
Budget increases include salary
raises from 7 to 10.5 per cent, the
hiring of 29 new faculty members
and a 28 percent projected increase

,
in utility costs.
Board chairman Henry Jaramillo
and John Perovich, vice president
for business and finance, agreed
that the 'salary hike for secretaries
and clerks was a wise move to make
the University competitve with
other public agencies.
Concerning the NCAA bid,
regent Calvin Horn said UNM has a

z"'

Okies

I

Presents
Foot Long
Hot ·Dogs

.35c

daily 11-3

UNM .athletic director Lavon
McDonald said the University is
competing with Denver and Seattle
for the bid.

'-

--the installation of a pedestrian
traffic signal on Central at Cornell

A roast of savOry spiced boelsnd lamb carved on the spit.

Tender chunks of beef, marinated In wine and spices cooked

skewers.

--the reduction ·of the speed limit
on Central from 35 mph to 30 mph

Falafel •.•...••.....•..•. s1 45
All sandwiches served on pita with
tomatoes, onions, sour cream sauce
and diner fries.

Greek Salad ..•..•..••••. s1 39
Lettuce, tomat~s. cucumbers, olives, peppers, feta cheese
and houae O'osslng,

?SC

Small Salad ••...••.••....
Spanikopita ••.••......•. 75°

'jSplnach pie" spinach, variety of chooses, eggs and spicas In

delicate ftllo pastry.

Tiropita .••••.....•..•... 95°
''Choose plo" variely of cheeses, eggs and spices Jn delicate

IIIIo pastry.

Combination Dinner

(meat) •••

S285

Gyros,Sou-.,lakl, salad, frten and pita

--·

Combination Dinner

2 55

l••o•tarlanJ. 5
Salad, Spanlkoplta, tlroplta, falafel wllh tahlnland pita.

Diner Fries .•••......•... 40°

Desserts
Baklava -layers of nuts and lemon
honey syrup in a delicate fillo pastry .. 79•
Kataifi -layers of nuts and lemon honey
syrup topped with shredded pastry ... 79•
Diples -rolled pastry flavored with
honey and sugar ................... 89•
Cheesecake •..••••.•..•.•.••..••. 70•
Apple Strudel .•...•.•......•.•.•.. 65•
Brownies •.....•.••.•....•.•...... 40•

Drinks
Coke, Sprite, .•••.••••.•••.•• 25, 35, 45•
Root beer, Mr. Plbb, .•••••••.• 25,35,45•
Lemonade .•..•••••.••••.••••.• 35, 45•
Orange Juice •••.•.••..•.•.•..• 39, 59•
Iced tea •.••••.•••.••.•..•..... 30, so•
Hot Chocolate, Milk ..••.•...•.•.••. 35•
Coffee (one refill) .•• ....•..•••..••. 35•

1

FREE Coke with every sandwich purchase thru June 12

--signal timings for pestrian
crossings changed and monitored
for future changes
--marking
of
three-foot
pedestrian safety zones between
parked cars

The following pedestrian safety
measures are to be implemented
sometime this month:
--designation of the north curb
lane as a bus stop and right-turnonly lane
--prohibition of right turns on a
red light
'

--installation of righHurn-only
lanes on Central eastbound intersections with traffic signals.

c

c
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It's a wise move into the residence halls,
): and the price is right. Space is available for the summer.

Thursdays from 12 to I (brown bag)
and Mondays from 6 to 8 pm. The
Tuesday-Thursday group runs from
June 20 to July 27 and the Monday
evening group goes from June 19 to
July 31.

By MARK LEWIS

The anger workshop will meet
from 6 to 8 pm on Tuesdays and
runs from June 20 to July 25/
Preference will be given to UNM
faculty, staff and students. The
workshops and contract groups are
free of charge and individual
counseling is also available.
For more information about the
groups, contact the center at 1824
Las Lomas NE, or call277-3716.

If you are drifting through
summer with no plans, with
nothing much to do, there is some
constructive work that not only
would aid your community but
would also help people in need.

Agora will begin its training of
new volunteers with orientation
June 19, at 7 p.m. room 147 of
Ortega Hall.
Agora is an organization of
student volunteers which operates
as a crisis center for the University
community. It is named after the
"open place" in ancient Athens
where people could gather and talk
openly with their peers.

ECI SYSTEM ONLY SANSUI, ECI
$12.31 MO.
ONLY $15.37 MO.
Budget Priced! Sansui 1010 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver, and ECI Profile 400,
3·Way Speakers.

NMPIRG has two part-time
positions, 20 hours a week.
Quali fled for work-study preferred,
to oversee and coordinate activities
in the office and report to board of
directors. One to work public
relations and one to work with
students on projects. Pay is $2.95 to
$3.25 per hour. Resume due June
14, 5 p.m., at the PlRG office, 139
Harvard SE or P.O. Box 4564,
87106

I

Although it is open mainly for
· UNM students, no one who calls
will be turned away.
The purpose of Agora is to
provide immediate psychological
first aid on a 24 hour basis.
Everyone who works at Agora
does not get paid or receive credit
for their time.
The volunteers at Agora are not
professionals and do not engage in
therapy of any kind. They often
refer people to professionals for
help.
,
Information is maintained on all
community help centers in
Albuquerque. Information can be
provided on each agency as to
whether there are ·age restrictions,
fees, hours, location and a brief
description of the services
available.
The doors at Agora are open for
anyone who needs help and for
those who are willing to give.

lmiL Y $58.79 MO.
Sansui 909008 AM/FM Stereo Receiver,
BIC 980 X Full Auto Turntable, BIC
Formula 5, 3-wQOG.

$) 179

Pl011eer SX 1280 AM/FM Stereo ReceIver, BIC 961X Full Auto Turntable,
CerwinVega311R,
3-Way Speakers.

$157

~
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FINANCING AVAILABLE ON
APPROVED CREDIT. OR USE
OUR NO INTEREST LAYAWAY:
MOST MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS HONORED.

Do You Need
Cash?
Ear.n $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

All Lee
All Levi's
13.50 1st pair
12.50 2nd pair

Contaet llomdng Reservations
La Posada llall
277-2606

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

;~
i.
The Teac A-170 is a top load1ng cassette ·
deck with the pro features you need to
make the finest cassettes, at home 1
Dolby, Twin Vu-Meters and more, for
cassette convenience and Teac relrability at Custom Hi-Fi's low, low price!
Down

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

$)6 9

~~~~~~h~OR

Upgrade Your Sound
Pioneer RG-1 Dynamic Processer. Listen
to the Big Difference, Full of Features Too!

No ot

Deterred

Down

$187g

5003-5005 Menaul Blvd.
262-0858

TECHNICS
SPEAKERS

Ql.) PIONEER

PIONEER DYNAMIC

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
lobo
men's
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WE MAKE IT
. ·EASY
TO BUY:

MPIONEER

$222,g5

TECHNICS SB 7000A 3·Way
Speakers with a Huge 14"
'!'oofer will deliver O~tstand
;~~Sound to any Mus•c Sys. •
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Good Business dictates we
DRASTICALLY REDUCE our
MULTI·M!UION DDLL.IIR STOCK
prior to taking our year end
inventory. Everything is Up for
Grabs, at Some Price! We would
rather SELL It than count it!

crisis center

Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club meets Thursday, June 15 at 7
p.m. on the SUB Mall.

Qve oq_ (__ampu~
((

CAMPUS
BRIEFS

Students man MUlT\·M\ll\ON DOllAR···~-~

"Nutrition" will be the topic of
discussion Wednesday, June 28 at
the Pot Luck Dinner to be held
June 28 at the Southwest Maternity
Center. Dinner will· be held at 504
Luna Blvd. NW at 7:30 p.m. Call
243-5584 for further information.

The Spanish Department will
introduce three new courses this
summer for native speakers and
bilingual teachers. The classes not
listed in the catalog are Spanish
301; advanced Grammar; Spanish
302, Advanced Composition and
Spanish 370, Literature for
Bilingual Teachers. Contact Sam
Guyler at 277-3732 for further
information.

cc

The UNM Spanish Department will off~r three new courses this
summer for native speakers of the language, said Assistant Professor
Sam Guiler.
Guiler said some of the courses now offered are too simple or
repetitive for persons who have spoken the language most of their
lives. He said members of the department are developing a new text
for one of the courses modeled after those used in Mexican high
schools.
"The new courses are the beginnings· of a revision of the Spanish
department to better serve both native speakers and bilingual
education in New Mexico," Guiler said.
The course titles are .Advanced Grammar, Advanced Literature and
Literature for Bilingual Teachers. All will be taught by bilingual
teachers, he said.
Students interested in these courses should contact the Spanish
department because they are not Ji~ted in the summer catalog, he said.

~----------~==========~--~-

The following pedestrian safety
measures have already been implemented:
-'-the installation of pedestrian
signals on all signals around UNM

Souvlaki ...•........•... s1sa

From the middle east .•.chlck peas, fava beans, spices and'

The UNM Pre-Health Science
Club will meet Thursday, June 15,
at 7 p.m .. in Mitchell Hall 122.
Planning for summer schedule, the
MCAT review, and guest speakers
for the summer will be discussed.

Avenue is to be removed, 40 spaces provide the needed 40 spaces is
should be provided. in off-street from $194,000 to $375,000. A
lots. Informal contacts made by the meter rate of 25 cents an hour is
The
Women's
Studies
force with the members of the . estimated to yield an ·annual
business commuflity in the area revenue of $12,000. The task force Association will meet at 12 noon on
indicate that the replacement of on- said that it is hesitant to recom- Tuesday, June 13 and .June 27 at the
street parking with off-street lots is mend the replacement of on-street • Women's Center. All Women
not undesirable.
' parking on Central to off-street lots interested in Women's studies are
The estimated construction and because of the high cost.
invited.
land costs for one to three lots to

Gyros .......••.•..••.... S1~

eggs 1118n'&d with Tahlnl sauce

IS

continued from page I

Serving International Greek & Middle Eastern Specialit_ies.

011

.

N

"wonderful opporutnity" to host
the ·tournament and .that every·
effort should be made to enhance.
the chances of wil;ming the bid.

... task force

115

~
~

-

Final registration for the 3rd magazine writing, but still open for
Annual New Mexico Writers poetry,
Conference will be held today, 8:30
Along with the registration, a
to 9:30 a.m., at the Kiva sample of the writer's work must be
submitted to David Johnson,
Auditorium.
The three-day conference, from director of creative writing at.
today through Sunday, will feature UNM, at the Humanities building.
lectures, panels and informal
discussions on a variety of writing
concerns. The fee is $20 for today,
$20 for Saturday and $15 · for
Sunday; or $65 for all three days.
Banquet reservations have already
been filled.
Today's program will include
Expressing anger or assertiveness
''Writing the Southwestern will be the subject of two
Novel," by Richard Bradford, and workshops offered by the Women's
"From Novel to TV," by Tony Center at the University of New
Mexico this summer.
Hillerman.
Registration for the June 12-30
The center's ass.erti veness
seminars is closed for fiction and training groups meet Tuesdays and

each
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Prices Make Us The Great American Custom
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The Legend of muddy Waters

·t!i
a!;

~

Jly ROIJERT SPIEGEL

!

"What happened is this Blue Sky
"I'm not rock and roll, but you
records is something like a brand know my blues is up there with it.
new shot in my arm, you know. I Not a million copies, you know.
was with Chess almost 30 years and Think of what rock and roll people
the push wasn't there on Fathers pull off my sound. It should have
and sons like it is on Hard Again been up there when Elvis Presley
and I'm Ready, 'cause CBS is was out. There was a little space for
laying out, advertising the record John Lee Hooker, Light in'
and getting it to sell. See, my Hopkins, Muddy Waters, a little
records today are not into the blues space for the blues singers in the
.section, not hid in the corner. They back. And thank God I'm past the
used to be in the back. My records blues section. Don't stick me in the
are sitting out front now. This is blues. Stick me out where people
can see me.''
what L've been needing all my life.

As soon as Muddy Waters
stepped out on stage, before he
'«!
played a note, the capacity crowd at
0
the
Golden Inn stood, applauding
8
Muddy
Waters' first appearance in
'R
New Mexico. "Oh, man, what can
::2"'
you think? That's a beautiful
~ Coming Home, direct eel by Hal Ashby, Is showing at tire M·J>taza.
crowd,"
Waters said backstage
z
after
the
show. "When I first
By R. W. MOUNl'EIIANK
walked on the stage people started
Everything that could possibly go wrong with a movie has happened ro standing on their feet, you see?
Coming Home. Filmed with a continually rewritten script under the Th!lt's nothing new, but I'm glad to
see it every day. And this is the first
seemingly indifferent direction of Hal Ashby, and then equipped with
ludicrous "oldies-but-goodies" music score to give emphasis to all the big time I've been down to play
Photo by Bill Roberlson
anywhere in New Mexico. What do
emotional scenes that didn't quite work, the film is, quite simply, a mess.
you
expect,
man,
after
all
these
.
Movie-goers expecting a radical political film should immediately get
such thoughts out of their heads. Originally, Coming Home was an at- years?"
·The show itself displayed Muddy
tempt at sophisticated political filmmaking, but it failed, and the best
reason for its failure has been stated )n various publications: apparently, Waters at his hardest. He opened
there were too many people making additions to Waldo Salt's and Robert · the show with '.'Hoochie Coochie
C. Jones' screenplay, and all their great ideas came from such differing Man" and closed with "Got My
directions that these ideas either phased e!lch other out or became buried in Mojo Working," two of Waters'
most impressive live numbers. But
the final story.
Any movie about the Vietnam experience is bound to be provocative in the songs in between were equally
some way, ~nd Coming Home, especially in its early scenes, has its as strong: "Can't be Satisfied,"
moments of powerful, intense realism. Rut once the scenes in the grimly "Long Distance Call" and
rendered War Vet's hospital are done away with, and the two soon-to-be- "Mannish Boy" which sounded
even more like a pressing plant than
.lovers
. . meet, the movie becomes melodrama. Just as the fine , restrained
.
lllltlal moments of Rolling Thunder were merely excuses to create a sick its version in the factory movie Blue
bloodbath out of the protagonist's tragic predicament, and just as the Co/tar. Virtually every song Waters
promising Heroes soon became yet another road picture, with a Vietnam played was a classic, and all were
vet replacing the usual car theif or bootlegger, Coming Home's opening rendered in the. slamming style of
his two recent albums Hard Again
appears only a gimmick, and an exucse, for the love story that follows.
As a love story, it is not particularly interesting. Jane Fonda plays a and I'm Ready. The power of the
night was in "Mannish Boy," whch
M~rine captain's wife who falls in love with a handicapped vet (Jon
Vmght) whose anti-war activism brings about a change in Jane's per- was also the power point in the
sonality and in her politics. In addition to having a political cause Voight Band's The Last Waltz.
. touch" and when they make love for the first
' time,
Chess Records, Muddy Waters'
aIso has "h
t e magic
recording
company for 30 years,
continued on page 9
folded ,a couple years back and
Waters signed with Blue Sky
Records. This is probably been the
second most decisive move in
Waters' career; the first being his
decision to move from Mississippi
to Chicago. With Blue Sky, Waters
recorded Hard Again last year and
I'm Ready this year, both produced
WIMWENDERS
by Johnny Winter who also played
on both records.
Hard Again and I'm Ready both
received critical praise, and in
comparison to the Waters' Chess
releases, they have sold very well.
ffiuddy Wo.tets: A lot mofe tho.o the blues
"After all these years I need 'em.
Moneywise it's better than Fathers
and Sons (his album recorded in
1968 with Mike Bloomfield and
Paul Butterfield) I'm Ready is still
climbing the hill, but Hard Again
On Saturday, June 10, the Kiva Auditorium of the Convention ('enter
did a Jot of things, a lot of good
will
host the latest in a long line of Young Thundering Herd~. Under the
things.
direction of master band leader and reeds man Woody Hetman, the 15m!mber ensemble will play an evening of hot jazz and mellow blue~
beginning at 8 p.m.
The first Herd disbanded in 1946 when Herman retired. Six months later
the maestro was back in action with a new band. Although working with a
smaller group could guarantee him the slower, easier pace of the night club
circuit, Herman prefers the sound of a big band. Playing one night stand~
across the county, Herman's Herd also finds time to conduct workshops
and seminars at various high school~ and colleges. Always on the lookout
for new talent, Herman coJiects names and phone numbers of the talented
young people he encounters, to have on hand when he needs them.
Perhaps his best known hits are ''Caldonia" and "Woodchoppers
Ball," but it was for the multi-talented Woody Herman that Igor
Stravinsky wrote his famous "Ebony Concerto." Herman's Albuquerque
appearance last January in Popejoy Ha!lliterally brought the house down
with music that bridges any and all generation gaps. If you mi~wd him the
will be open fot· summer se..c:;sion
first time around, don't miss his return performance next Saturday night.

,?;>

''Home'' Not So Sweet

a

And The Band Played On
The Last Waltz, directed by
Martin Scorsese, is now showing at
the LOBO Arts Theatre.
The Last Waltz
The Band
ILPS-9517-WB
lly ROBERT SPIEGEL
Rock and roll is impossible to
film. The essence of live rock and
roll is in the elusive, yet very real,
exchange between the audience and
the performer. That exchange can
not be fully captured on film or
record. Given this as a basic
limitation, both the film and
recording of Tile Last Waltz are
successes, The magic is not captured, but .the next best thing is:
great music.
The Last Waltz brags of an
!ncredible line-UJ? of artists: Paul
Butterfield, Eric Clapton, Bob
Dylan, Ronnie Hawkins, Dr. John,
Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Muddy
Waters, Van Morrison and on. But
what makes The Last Waltz work is
the continuity of the artists. First,
the relevance each performer has to
the music of the Band is clear, and
secondly, the Band backs each
artist, thus alleviating the problem
of discontinuity of styles. And
more than that, as a farewell
concert from a group that has been
together and on the road for 16
years, The Last Waltz shows just

how much the Band's music has
meant, both in respect to the artists
gathered ·and to American music in
general.

The Last Waltz documents not
only the end of the Band, but also
the passing of a time when some of
the best music made was also some
of the most popular. It has been a
few years now since big money in
rock and roll has turned the emphasis in popular music from the
music itself to how the music comes
across as product. Trends, once
again, has become a key word, a
way of marketing, Music has
become just so many apples and
oranges to be shined and displayed
for an affluent consumer. The Last
Waltz stands as a testiment to our
losses. "The Night They Drove Old
Dixie Down" would find a small
audience this year. There's no way
to market it, no way to dance to it.
The Band, with their raggedly
perfect vocals and rural musical
interests, has always sounded too
human for slick packaging. Furthermore, their hair isn't perfect.
It is a delight to watch the Band

THE !MERICAN

fRIEND

COFFEE·SHOP

Monday thnt Friday 9:00am-3:30pm
starting June 12, 1978
with a

MAiiE YOUit OWN
SAI.(ADBAR
and a"UY-TIII~OlTi\T(;JD" SANDWICII BAR
I.,unch service will be from 11:30 to 1:00 dailv.
Con1c by and build vonr own DAGWOOD
· and pay
the ounce.

by

All of the rXM
Communitv is

to

('oUee Shot•

Film Doesn't Come Home
continued from page 8

Fonda experiences an orgasm which, she whimperingly admits, had never
happened to her before.
Fonda has difficulty explaining her idealistic mutation and her love
affair to her husband, played by Bruce Dern, when he returns from combat
in Vietnam. Fonda and Voight have decided to end their relationship,
becau£e Fonda still loves Dern. Dern, however, feels he is not wanted, and
he takes the easy way out of this situation by doing a nude imitation of
James Mason in A Star is Born. While he splashes into the ocean waves,
Fonda enters a store to buy some meatpads for a barbecue. She swings
open the entrance door, exposing a sign which reads "Lucky Out," I
believe this sign, the final image of the movie, is intended to be what we
scientists refer to as "irony."
All this could be very effective if it occurred in a smaller, less pretentious
film concerned with emotions rather than ideas. But Hal Ashby's limp,
draggy direction helps matters little; the movie suffers from a lack of
tension or exictment. And the deservedly criticized soundtrack, composed
of well-chosen 60s songs, merely serves to amplify the points made by the
visual image, thus bloating and dissipating the emotions of each scene.
Because of this the movie does not play very well for an audience.
At least there are some good actors to respond to. Jon Voight's performance is a fully realized characterization - one can understand his early
fury and desperation - until he becomes too saintly to be believed. Dern
does his psychopathic bit much as he did in Black Sunday, and it is not too
affecting, but then the husband is not sympathetically presented, even
though this would be a much better film if more attention and understanding had been given to him. Penelope Milford is outstanding as
Fonda's sexy hippie friend, making a somewhat cliched role become a very
real person. Fonda is surprisingly bland, and her great change is shown
only by her donning some tight jeans and letting her hair go naturally
frizzy.
Despite some good intentions, Coming Home is as bland as Fonda's
performance, It's just another love story- House Calls with politics, and
without the laughs.

SUMMI~l\

l 1:V.I1:Nrrs

ACLOA
present..'-i

Yo.o ffioHisoo o.nd Bob Dylo.o Join In the celebto.tlon of

"The Last Waltx"
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If you are not
presently one of
our regular diners,
come dine with us
and experience our full
line menu
served daily.
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There is one major problem with
the film and record. There is a
studio side of newly recorded music
on the three record set. The side
comes across as an afterthought.
All is said a,nd done in the concert
situation and the studio side is an
epilogue which is not only unnecessary, but cumbersome 'and
almost embarrasising. The studio.
side includes a new recording of
"The Weight" featuring the
Staples. It lacks all of the determination and haunting spirit of the
original. The rest of the songs, with
the pleasant exception of "Out of
the Blue," one of Robertson's best
ballads, are equally lame. These
studio cuts are spliced into the film
and as such, they are the film's only
serious flaw. The studio pieces just
don't have the power of the live
show, and "Out of the Blue" isn't
even used. But the concert is good
enough to make this flaw
forgivable. Everyone involved puts
in fine performances, especially
Muddy Waters with his clanging
"Mannish Boy," but the true stars
of the evening are a group of four
Canadians and one southern
American: the Band.

The Sto.rs of the show.

Popejoy Hall

Hetman's Herd Retutns

The UNM Administrative

on stage. I had never thought of the
Band as individuals, except perhaps
Robbie Robertson because he has
penned the majority of the Band's
material. I was somewhat apprehensive about seeing the movie
.and having my image of the Band
as a family crushed. But the unity
of direction and musical sensibility
in the Band's music is apparent in
their stage presence as well as on
record. If anything, the Band
seemed even more unified on stage.
The distinct personalities come
across, though, both through the
music and through brief interviews
between numbers. And seeing the
member~ as distinct made the music
more real, more human.

This coupo•• good

June 9 thru June l.6, 1978

Coming in August
Civic Light Opera
production of

I llo, I Oo

Children\ Theater
Winnie the Pooh
Sat. & Sun. July '5 & ''I- P' & ~1 " ? :::.
TIc ket~ - Ac:h an.~e - cg, r '50
A! The Door - :S2 ")!J

Ft>r Information - TE!I. 277-3121
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Budgie Ruffled

Garcia's Too Safe
Under the Stars.

Impeckable
Budgie .
A&M Records SP-467 5

.g0

Cat 's Under the Stars
...J Jerry Garcia Band
"' Arista Records AB-4160

'a
Q

j

Instead of getting better with
each album effort, Budgie seems to
be taking a tailspin. The three-man
boogie group seems to be drifting
farther away from their wonderful
Bandolier album of a few years
back.
The material lacks cohesiveness
with vocals attempting to border on
a Robert Plant sound. The competent work of guitarist Tony
Bourge fails to revive this lifeless
album. It may be noted however
that there are two nice songs on the
second side. As for now Budgie's
wings are just a bit !:AJffled. · Best cuts: "I'm! A Faker Too"
and "Don't Go Away."

Disco Death Chant

Vortex Goe~ 8Gnanas-

'

""'

Is everyone going soft? Garcia
too? Cats Under the Stars is
z probably the dullest project Jerry
0 Garcia has ever been involved in.
~

....

~

~

The album is far from sloppy.
Quite the reverse, Cats Under the
Stars is tightly crafted, so tight it
closes all doors to the possibility of
good music. Garcia's greatness
always came from his risks. Garcia
is the only guitarist I know of, or
singer for that matter, who is
usually willing to take the chance of
sounding terrible in order that he
might stretch far enough to sound
great.

Garcia is a gam bier. In
"Trucking" there is the classic line:
"Sometimes the cards aren't worth
a dime if you don't lay them
down." Garcia's being too careful
here. If he is holding a worthy
hand, he is sandbagging. The
Garcia/Hunter tunes which
dominate the record are lame, full
of cliches and the themes are
stretched way beyond their
possibilities, not so much as risk,
·but as filler. The only high card
showing is "Down Home," written
by bass player John Kahn. Through
the use of Donna Godchaux's
lovely vocals, the band captures a
solid mood, the smell of rain in the
morning, beautifully. The music
implies
both longing and
fullfillment. Garcia stays out of the
way.

-The Sound
Of Ho11o1
The Rocky Horror Picture Sliow
Original Soundtrack
Ode OSV2i653
By GEORGE GESNER
The movie has been brought out
of the vaults, so it's only fitting that
they bring the 'soundtrack out as
well. It's a s'oundtrack that garnered little attention back in 1975,
but is doing exceptionally well now.
The soundtrack, unlike most,
serves two functions. It keeps you
musically satisfied while telling you
the story of the Rocky Horror
Picture Show. There's a blend of
musical stylers which include punk,
rockabilly, theatrics and rock 'n'
roll. Meat Loaf fans will be happen
to know that there's a nice rock 'n'
roll number called "Hot PatootieBless My Soul" by the titan on the
LP. The album has its moments
and is guaranteed to capture our
attention.
Best cuts are "Science Fiction/Double Feature," "Over at
the Frankenstein Place," "The
Time Warp," "Hot Patootie" and
"Super Heroes."

••• •

The month the LOBO forgot has been a busy month and unfortunately
we are unable to bring you reviews and accounts due to space limitations of
some of the affairs which included an enthusiastic crowd at a lackluster
Beach Boys performance and a country music appreciation party with Billy
Carter. The 0' Jays offered a slick professional show backed by the funky
white boys, Wild Cherry, and El Chicano. The biggest story however carne
in two concerts on campus.
Stanley Clarke gave a performance deserving of a bass player hall-offarner. That excellent show was followed later by the stunning AI DiMeolaRenaissance concert.
In the coming month the LOBO Arts. section will be running some very
special stories. Albuquerque freelance writer Jane Quesnel has an interview· .
with Robert Parissi of While Cherry and a feature story on AI Martino.
Interviews with Greek songstress Nana Mouskouri, bassist Jon Camp of
Renaissance and local group L.B. Cottonwood will also run. Also you can
look for a story on an exciting group of potential superstars out of Texas
called the Steve Long Group. Local stories about Likely Storey, Planets
and Wizard Opera are tentatively scheduled.
.
It may be of inter!!st to note such names as Heart, Point Blank, BTO,
Alvin Lee, Isley Brothers, Teddy Pendergrass, Marshall Tucker, ZZ Top,
Commodores, Foreigner and Ted Nugent· this summer. The word this
summer is music.

By GEORGE GESNER

By ROBE~.n SPIEGEL

ffioteToCome

Rock-Ciassica/·Country·Disco-B/uegrass·Jazz·ShowTunes
1-fA,anae-Soul· Folk
MANHATTANS
THERE'S NO GOOD'IN GOODBYE
Including:
Am I Losing You/Everybody Has A Dream/liappines.s
Then You Can Tell Me Goodbye/Vou'r:e P:JI.,. Life

The Vortex Theater will present the opening of The Theater of Woody
Allen tonight at 8 p.m. The Theater of Woody Allen is a collection o.f five
short plays by various directors which covers such classic Allen topiCS as
.
.
God, death and existence.
.
The first half of the evening consists of the play God, directed by David
By GEORGE GESNER
Richard Jones. God is a play about a Greek actor and a Greek writer
waiting for the beginning of the drama festival in ancient Athens. They
Michael Zager
produced, have a theater and a play, but no ending.
arranged and conducted this one
The second half consists of four short pieces directed by Nansi Charles,
song album named after the only Bryan Burdick, Ralph L. Adkins, and Liz Scott with Jason .Hall. These
good song on it.
shorts include a parody of Is ben, a sketch on intellectual call girls, a search
Zager's mistake was in trying to for God, and Allen's parody of lgmar Bergman.
follow a safe, routine and
The Theater of Woody Allen plays June 9-11, 16-18, and 23-25. All
marketable formula on how disco show times are 8 p.m. and the admission is $2.75.
would sell to the masses. The results
are predictably shallow.
Realizing that disco has interpreted
everything
fr<Jm
Beethoven to the Beatles, Zager
ventures even further in the musical
Top actors from Zero Mostel to ever-popular Fiddler on the Roof.
quagmire with "Dancin' Disney," Topol have played the coveted role
First presented in 1972 by
a medley that should have been of Tevye, the milkman, on ACLOA, performances begin in
called "Snow White and the Disco Broadway. Local actor Bill Larkin, Popejoy Hall tonight through June
Dwarfs." The piece, like the however, won a chance at the role II and continue June 16-18 and 23album, is nothing to sing "Hi Ho" in Albuquerque Civic Light Opera's 25. Tonight's and Saturday's
about.
eleventh season presentation of the performances begin at 8:15 p.m.
with Sunday matinees at 2:15 p.m.
Tickets are available from the
Popejoy Hall box office or from
any Tkketmaster outlet. ,
Other principals in director
·Robin Hubert's production include
Harriet Shaw as Golda, Tevye's
wife, and young Tom Fetherston as
the fiddler on the roof.

Let's All Chant
Michael Zager Band
Private Stock PS70t3

Spend your precious moments of relaxation
music •.• beautiful music from the Hl·Fl HOUSE

with

ACCUTRAC
ADVENT
AUDIO PULSE
BET AM AX
BGW
B.I.C.

~OSE

DBX

DISC WASHER
HARMON
KHARDON
JBL
JENNINGS
RESEARCH
JVC
KEF
MCINTOSH

SOUND GUARD
SUPERSCOPE
TAPCO
TEAC
TOSHIBA
YAMAHA
MAXELL TAPES
AND MUCH MORE

you have
the ears

and we believe the most
important component of
your stereo is you, your
ears, your II s ten in g
environment,your budget.

We can make beautiful music toget~r...
The Hi-Fi House staff has over 76 combined years of
ex erience to put at your service. H 1-FI House has
be~n serving New Mexico's sound needs for. over a
quarter of a century. We have the eqUipment,
J:~~~~a~n~d~e=::x~p~erlence to give you the best sound

NEW!
Advent Model1
Speakers $102
compare to Advent's
own $150 model.

'---::

JVC
30 Watt amplifier
$149.95

for your ~oney. (as m satisfaction. guarante~d}. We
arrange fmancmg, ac~ept trade-ms, prov1de for
layaways, hav~ s~ec1al bar9alns and package
systems and believe m SERVICE.

UNUSUAL BUY
Hitachi Casse>tte Decks

$169.95andup
with Dolby

JBL
TURNTABLES
belt drive, semi automatic

from$99.50

HITACHi
direct drive

TURNTABLES
$159 and

up

-----'

STEREO SYSTEMSwith-ADVENT SPEAKERS-STARTING at $299
SEE THE COMPLETE NEW JVC LINE ...
More-For·Your-Money Turntables, Tapedecks, Amplifiers,
Pre-amps, Tuners, Speakers

HOUSE

COMEIN· · · MIX&MATCHTOSUITYOURNEEDSANDBUDGET
(Package prices available on systems)
Systems available up to $6,000 or more.

3011 Monte Vista N E • Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM

I

Bill Wither!> 1

EARTHtWIND & FIRE
A L'NALL

..1nd
..)ggins

I Nell
I
Lo13elle

including:
Serpentine Fire/Jupiter
Runnin'/Love's Holiday{Fantasy

including:
(What A) Wonderful World
Crying In My Sleep/Saturday Suit
Mr. Shuck 'n' Jive/Paper Chase

'

-

I James Taylor I Meatloaf I Bill~
,.ent I Emotions I Aom Jam I Don Fogelberg I Dove Mo~
Blue Oyster Cult I Jacksons I Phoebe Snow I Loggins ono.
Messina I Charlie Daniels Bond I Boz Scaggs I Kenny Loggins I Ct.
I Cheap Trick I Barbaro Streisond I Lake I Elvis Costello I Neil Dlomoo
Diamond/ Edgor Winter I Denice Williams I Dennis Wilson I Ronnie [ · ·
Ronnie Dyson I Earth Wind and Fire I Tom Jones I Potte LaBelle I Johnn1
I Johnny Mathis I Eddie Money I Jane Oliver I Billy Paul I Herb Pedersc

ACTING UP
Including:

You Bring Out The Best tn Me/Dreamin'
Places/More/l'tn Back For More

1orge

WILLIE NELSON

I
gent I
stan

STARDUST

Santon
Emotlor.

1e Oyster Cult
:sslno I Charlie
:heap Trick I Be

lenni~ Wilson I

Ronnie
I Patte LaBelle I Johnny Mathis/ Eddie Mono

7.. 98 list LP's
8 :y- raCkS &

C

'ly Poul I Herb Pederson I lou Row is I PoCI
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , J s t l e I StarUJood I Tangerine Dream

.JOURNEY
INFINITY

I

Three concerts remain in the six
concert series comprising the 37th
season of the June Music Festival.
All of the concerts are given in
Woodward Hall at 8:15 p.m.
Admission at the door is $4 for the
general public antl $3 for students.
The Fine Arts Quartet is again in
residence this year at the festival
and internationally acclaimed
singer Jan de Gaetani performed
with them earlier in the series.
Future concerts will feature
Albuquerque artists Frank Bowe
(flute) and JoanadeKeyscr(cello).
The program for Sunday, June
11, will be Schubert's "Trio in Bflat," Mozart's "Quartet in F" and
the Shostak.ovich "Quartet 11 in F
minor." Wednesday, June 14, will
include performances of Schubert's
"Quartet in E-flat" and Benjamin
Britten's "Quartet 3." The final
concert, Friday, June 16, will
feature performances of the
Boccherini "Cello Quintet in C,"
Schumann's "Quartet in A minor"
and Beethoven's "Quartet in Eflat."

tt

JUDAS PRIEST
STAINED CLASS
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Living Legend

The Bigger The Fool (The Harder The Fall)
The Sabre And The Rose

nnie Dyson/E
:>hnny Moth is
derson I Loo

U'UJOod~l:__ _~~::::==~~=~~""""'..;..

a sse es

Bob James
He{l{l\·
including:

Nighl Crawler
We're All Alone/One Loving Nigh I
You Are So Beautlful/l'm In You

The Isley Brothers
Showdown
including:
Take Me To The Next Phase(Part1 & 2)
Ain't Giving Up No Love/Groove With You
Coolin'Me Out (Part 1& 2)/Fun And Gomes

1,1

II

Including:
Risky Bizness
How Do You Feel (Abol.ft Fool in' Around)

1mond / Edgar

I Libby Titus I Wet Whoiel George
iel George Duke I Heotwove I Bill Wtthers I Chicago I Konsos I Boston
'1SOS 1 Boston 1 Santono I James Toy lor I Meatloaf I Billy Joel I Ted Nugen~
Ted Nugent I Emotions I Ram Jam I Dan Fogelberg I Dave Mason I BluP
Blue Oyster Cult / Jacksons I Phoebe Snow I Loggins and f ·
·sino/ Charlie Daniels Band I Boz Scaggs I Kenny Loor'
'~'·ick I Barbaro Streisand I Lake I Elvis Co$~··

!;I

KRIS KRISTOFFERSON
EASTER ISLAND

"JJtae '[)a,uU
'?a«t<WJ
Including:

Frank Marino

Music In M~ Life/You Are/ Fanlas~
For No Reason At All/Sad Girl

~
( l.IVE )

'%MAHOGAiL RUSH#
including:
Purple Haxe /Dragonfly

JohmyB.Goode/A New Rock & Roll/The Anowor

LONNIE LISTON SMITH
LOVELAND
IMC:IUdlnQ.

Sunbur:si/Journevlnto Love/E•plorat•onl

We Can Dre•m/Bnghl Moml"nts

KANSAS

Poi11t ofK11ow Retum·
including:
Sparks Of The Tempest/Hopelessly Human
Lightning's Hand/Paradox/Oust In The Wind
..

; .:;. ~; :;~ ::

DION
RETURN OF
THE WANDERER
including:'
Heart Of Saturday Night
Midtown American Main Street Gang

(!Used To Be A) Brooklyn Dodger
The Pattern 01. My Lifeline

HEATWAVE
CENTRAL HEATING

..

''

...... _,_,_

·.. 4< same day
No Minimum

KINKO'S· -2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
•

I.

3500 Central Avenue SE. #16

5811 Menaul Blvd. N.E .

--~-~~~-------~---

Including:

The Groove LlnelPartv Poopll
Central He.atln9/Leavln' f« ADream
Send OulFOJSun1holoe

. COPIES
Overnight
31/2cea.......
.

mr;:n:J

MARLENA SHAW

.>Ontona

Including;
Everybody Has A Dream
Only The Good Die Young/She's Always A Woman
Movin' Out (Anthony'• Song)/Vienna

June music
Festlvnl

we have the music

ART GARFUNKEL
WATERMARK

Including:
E,gypUan Danza/Chasln'lhe Voodoo
· Dark EyeTango/Senor Mouse
Fantasia SUite ForTwoGultars

_v,wove

THE STRANGER

K!

·-

Including:
It's Growin'/ Stubborn Kind Of Woman
It's in His Kiss (The Shoop Shoop Song)
A Fool In Love/Happy Birthday Sweet Darling
Harriet Tubman

BILLY JOEL

ACLO PIGys Fiddler

llt~Meok
CASINO

Kate Taylor

Men's, Women's Athletic Roles Good-bye
For Now
To be Viewed by Committee
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Youths Learning
Gymnastic Moves

....:1

The young man hesitated for a
8» ;md
brief second, took a deep breath
then .began. His hands were
0

.~

clenched tightly around a pair of
~ rings hung from the ceiling.
·
01:
He wants to be a performer of
o the athletic art of gymnastics. His
:Z:, movements are awkward. His face
~ is grim.
'
~ On the other side of the auxliary
~ gym, a young girl had her hands
gripped on one ofthe uneven bars.
She tried to twirl herself around
the bars and after two consecutive
falls, she accomplished her gymnatic feat. She smiled.
These to ;tspiring gymnasts were
among a cast of about fifty taking
part in a gymnastic clinic being held
in Johnson Gym's auxilary gym.
UNM gymnastic coach Rusty
Mitchell, who has produced 35
conference champions, 25 AllAmericans and an Olympian, has
now turned his sharp eye towards
the younger acrobats.
Mitchell said, "We're trying t~
promote the sport of gymnastics, as

RUSt'/ 11/!itche/1

well as trying to get the kids more
knowledgeable of it."
Mitchell would be pleased to
know that at ieast one of his clinic
members, Brad Wisler, is becoming
more knowledgeable.
1
Wisler said, "I want to get as
much out of this as I c;m. The
people teaching here are very

knowledgeable and I'm learning."
One girl said, "I like the way that
they are teaching the techniques
that are used in performing tricks,
rather than just the tricks."
Another young girl chimed in,
"They're really patient with us.
They keep us working." .
And still another youngster said
simply, "It's fun.".
And with the participants having
fun, even the teachers will admit
their job isn't all work.
Lobo gymnast Perry Genovese,
one of the teachers, said, "Do I like
teaching? I love it. The longer you
teach, the more it ~enefits you as
well as those you teach.''
The grim-faced young man on
the rings, one of those benefitting
from Genovese's tea<;hing, as well
as that. from UNM women's
gymnastics coach Clnadia Thomas, .
begins his prformance.
Still a bit awkward, the youngster
finished. A smile appeared over the
his formerly. grim face. He is
· learning.

Trades the pommel for a horse

Berna I Switches
What more could a young man ask for than to be strong, healthy and be
chosen as an all.American in his favorite sport?
Well, Lobo gymnast John Bernal, who was named to the National
Association of College Gymnastics Coaches (NAGG) all American team,
·
does have something else in mind.
He wants to be a jockey.
Bernal, the senior who lead the Lobos last season, is now working in
Santa Fe, cleaning out the stables, UNM _coach Rusty Mitchell said.
"He wants it," Mitchell said, "so, he's starting right at the very bottom.''
Bernal said eal'lier, "I'd like to give it a try. I think it would be fun."
Bernal qualified for the regionals, but despite doing what Mitchell called
. " a good job,'' failed to qualify for the national touring team.
"His senior year was very beneficial, for him and for us," Michell

Native American Studies
Classes for Summer Session 1978
Southwestern Literature
Daily 0920·1020 MH 218 P. Allen
Southwestern Life & Literature
Daily 1250-0250 MH 113 G. Hobson
(Native Amer. Literature)
Am·St-221 (001)
Southwestern Indian Lifestyles
Daily 1150-1250 MH 206 D.C. Cole
Ed·Fdn 493 (002)
Topics·Teaching Pueblo Indian History
Daily 0800.0900 Aud. J. Sandoval
(AibuqJndian School)
Eng·280 (002)
Eng·488 (002)

i
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ant for engineers,
mathematicians,
oxide batteries will
scientists, and
power this slim elecstudents.
tronic calculator for
So, for an average
approximately 1,000
hours of operation ... or an average of two batteries a year, you'll get
plenty of calculating power in a
of one year.
The EL-5805 is a handsome assist- small package.

It's summer now a'nii the summer was
for winners.
It was made so that winners could bask in the sun, the most powerful
spotlight available to man.
· It was made so that winners everywhere would not have to hide their
success inside, but rather walk through the very green grass underneath the
equally green trees and out into the glorious sunshine for all the world to
take note of them.
And why not? Haven't they earned their glory?
Winners have to work hard to become winners and for the most part
deserve all the attention they get.
But there are still winners who don't get the attention they deserve
mainly because they have been branded losers.
'
The Minnesota Vikings have one of the best winning percentages in the
National Football League, yet they have never won the Super Bowl. They
have never been crowned as the best winners in the NFL. So, they are
losers.
·
Losers are easy to forget, especially in the bright summer sun.
But there is one loser who is hard to forget, even with all the sunshine.
Tommy was a youngster growing up in Kansas.
Every year he would compete in a tack .meet for kids his own age. Every
year he would lose. Not "just" lose, but lose badly. Sometimes he
wouldn't even make it around the track in the 440-yard run.
And after every race, Tommy would swear it would be his last. But
somebody would always convince him to try again:
Tommy could never understand why he never got a ribbon or a medal.
He thought he had tried just as hard as anyone else. He didn't realize that
he just was not a winner.
Tommy was mentally handicapped and the race he entered every year
was part of the Special Olympics.
One summer Tommy died. Maybe that was the winningest thing he ever
did.
But then, maybe he is the only winner and maybe the rest of us are the
losers for understanding why Tommy never got his medal.
It will soon be autumn and autumn was made for winners ...

Just two tiny silver
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$5 REBATE.
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SHAr:IP

Purchase your .
Sharp EL-5805
calculator before
June30, 1978,
and be eligible
for a $5.00 rebate
from Sharp.
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Why not join the ASUNm
Available at
UNM BOOKSTORE

Speakers Committee?
Applications are now being
accepted until June 23, at
Room 242 In the SUB.

A 13-member presidential ad hoc
committee to review the roles of
men's and women's athletics at
UNM has been appointed by
President William E. Davis,
Davis said the committee is to
study methods of compliance with
Tiile IX of the federal civil rights

lntramurals
In The
Summertime

The committee is to make its
act as it applied to athletics. The
ti tie deals with equal opportunity in recommendations about status and
funding of athletics to President
•
sports.
"In order to do this," Davis said, Davis no later than June 15.
."it is necesary to take a good look
at all of our sports programs to see
The special committee is chaired
how they mesh with contemporary by Professor A.J. Ladman, a
circumstances."
member of the medical school
"The university has long held a faculty. Other members include
leadership position in women's ·Lavon Me Donald, men's athletic
intercollegiate athletics among director; Linda Estes, women's
universities thoughout the coun- athletic director; Professor Leon
try," Davis said. "We hope to be Griffin, health, physical education
able to maintain that position on a anq recreation (HPER) departsound and equitable economic and ment; Marion Metivier, associate
educational basis."
director of affirmative action.

The intramural program at UNM
is offering a variety of activities for
all students, faculty and staff. It is
designed to accomodate the person
with average ability so they might
be able to get a little exercise during
the sumwer months.
Men's and women's basketball
will start first. Entries are due at the
managers meeting on Friday June
16 at 12:00 in room 120 of Johnson
Gym. Tennis singles entries are due
Tuesday June 20 by 5:00 in room
230 of Johnson Gym. A managers
meeting will be Thursday June 22
and the tournament will be Friday
June 23, Saturday June 24 and
Sunday J.une 25.
Both co-ree volleyball and men's
and women's softball entries will be
due at the managers meeting at
noon on Thursday June 29 in room
120 of Johnson Gym. Competition
for both these events will start on
Wednesday July 5. Racquetball
singles for both men and women
;
'\ I
,/
will get under way on Monday July
\
17. Entries are due by Tuesday July
11 and a participants meeting is
Marvin Johnson
slated at4 p.m. on July 13.
A telephone call, which could lead to a huge salary and a chance to be
The last event for the summer is
serenaded
by "the fat lady", may come today to three UNM basketball
co-ree tennis doubles with entries
players.
due July 18 the participants meeting
Marvin "Automatic" Johnson, Michael Cooper and Wil "The Eraser"
at 4:00 on July 20 and actual
competition will start on Monday Smiley are up for grabs as the NBA holds its annual draft.
Phil Ford of North Carolina, Mychal Thompson of Minnesota, Rick
July 24. If anyone has any
of Kentucky and Butch Lee of Marquette are among those conRobey
questions or needs more insidered
to be college basketball's most prized pro prospects.
formation please call the intramural
Cooper,
who was recently married, had a point-per game average of 16.1
office at 277-5151. The office is
while
getting
5.6 rebounds a contest. Johnson averaged 24 points and six
located in the northeast corner of
Johnson Gym, second floor, room rebounds a game, while the 6-10 Smiley averaged 4.5 points and 5.2
boards.
230.

Fat Lady May Call

'

Somewhere in Europe; on a track
field, Cindy "Flash" Ashby will be
saying good-bye.
But good-by doesn't mean
forever.
Ashby, who bloomed for UNM
during the track season, said she is
going to be putting her time into her
dental hygiene work.
"It'll be sad," she said reflecting
on how her last race will be, but
quickly added, "It might not be my
last race, I may come back."
But even if this summer marks
the end of the track career of
"Flash" Ashby, she has already
Cindy "Flash" Ashby
shown the strength and talent that
her coach at UNM, Tony Sandoval,
terrain, was demanded.
knew she had all along.
"I don't like running that far,"
Sandoval said, "I knew she
would come around. It was just a she admitted, but said, "It does get
you in shape."
matter of time. I'll miss her."
When the time comes when
And for her part, she said she
had Sandoval to thank for "helping Cindy Ashby will run her last race,
the pretty blonde will stretch her
me enjoy track.''
Ashby has bettered her half-mile long legs and be done with it in a
time over last year by about seven "flash." ·
Saying good-bye can't be too
seconds ..
"All of a sudden things went well easy when a person is saying it to
for me. I haven't been sick or in- something that has been a part of
jured all year." she said. Injuries them for about half their life, but
aren't the only times she would like Ashby says, "They've all been good
to forget. She said these occured years."
mostly during the cross country
She said she would do it all again,
season where a grueling three-and- too. "It's ·just part of me," she
a-half miles, often over rough said.

Meet the
roc
boot.

R'ecreation
Facilities
Open
Johnson Gym, the auxiliary gym,
the weight room, handball courts,
tennis courts and swimming pool
will be open extended hours starting
Monday, June 12. The facilities are
open to a-Il students, faculty or staff
who may bring a guest if desired.
The main arena in Johnson Gym
and the weight room will be open
Monday through Friday from noon
to I p.m. and 5 p.m. to 7:45 p.m.
and on weekends noon to4:45 p.m.
The auxiliary gym will only be open
on weekends from noon to 4:45
The handball courts will be open
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
from 12 noon to 7:45 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday noon to 2
p.m. and 5 to 7:45p.m. The tennis
courts will be open, with non
reservations, from noon to dark
during the week and from 7 a.m.
until dark on weekends.
Hours for the swimming pool
are: the lanes will be open during
the week from 7:30 a.m. to 6:15
p.m. and the deep end and shallow
end will be open from noon to 6:15.
The therapy pool will be open 4:30
to 6:15 from Monday thru Friday.
Weekend hours for all sections are
noon to4:45 p.m.
The camping equipment rental
shop located in Johnson Gynt,
roont 107 will be open Monday 1:30
to 5:30p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday 12:30 to I :30 p.m. and
Friday I :30 to 5:00p.m.

Summer

1978
Summer Hours
Monday thru Friday

Treat yourself to a new hiking experience in
this Vasque rocking hiking boot. It's made on
a "rocker last" which duplicates the natural
walking action of the foot. Result? Faster
break-in ... easier walking, less foot strain.
Test walk this new hiker- start rocki

1lt14f#e1tla
~~619014

8:00ani to 5:00pm

M:OUXTAIIfS
AID

RIVZRS
2320 Central S.E.

•

:zee 4178

Hours Mon.-Fri. 1().6, Sat. 9-5

.City crimf! down··
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In UNMarea

By HILLARY ATKIN

By JOHN CHADWICK
0

•

The overall crime rate in
Albuquerque during April showed
a 10.1 per cent decrease compared
to April, 1977, a police report
showed.

Joe
Pedroncelli
of
the
Albuquerque Police Department
said 83 "serious" crimes were
committed in the area south of the
University during April compared
to 103 during April of 1977.

Auto theft in the area was down
to four in April from II the same
month a year ago, Pedroncelli said.

There were no rapes in April in
the university area, down from two
a year ago, Pedroncelli said.
In the city, there was no change
in the number of rapes with 16 for
April this year and 1977.
Burglary also went down, 22 this
year during April and 24 during
April of 1977, Pedwncelli said.
He also said there were 42 larcenies in April compared to 47 the
same month a year ago.
The report said April 1978 was
the 19th consecutive. month the
crime rate in Albuquerque had
dropped.

Larceny common
in .campus crime
'

Hy MARC MERVIS

T-S·O.

Through the month of May; 49 cases of larceny of private and
niversity property were reported to the UNM campus police·
epartment with losses valued at $7298.
Of those cases, 19 involved. the theft of bicycles with a total value of
2785 in losses.

Prescription eyewear since 1935 • Convenient credit available
4300 Central Ave. 5. E. • 4410 Central Ave. S. W.
Now at 7210-A Menaul Blvd., Sun Square Center

Criminal damage to private and university property totaled $745
during May and $40 through June 6

''Lecture
Under the
Stars''

'

ummer
June19

19~8

Seri

Assistant Professor of Astronomy at the University
of New Mexico
New Mexico Union Ballroom - 8 p.m.

June26

"We The People"
Dr. Hans F. Hpfmann

"Love: The Need for Affirmation"
Mr. Joe Plut

Need a
Summer
job??

"The Happy Hugger" as featured in ''People" Magazine
Central Mall - 8 p.m.

July 17

"Issues in Scientific Exchanges
with the U.S.S.R."
Dr. Charles Trumbull
From the National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.c.
Central Mall - 8 p.m.

July 24

"Prayer and Meditation"
Mr. Hugh Prather

Positions available.
$6.00 plus per
hour. Work near
your home.

Author of "Notes to Myself" and "'Notes on Love
and Courage"
Central Mall - 8 p.m.

July 31

·"The White Heron"
Ms. Jane Morrison
Independent Maine Film Maker (Wtll give lecture and
show her film)
New Mexico Union Theatre, South Entrance- 8 p.m.

August 7
I

I,

,

Interviews
being held:

"Sid Fleming and the Old Time
Fiddlers"
Central Mall - 8 p.m.

1
1 1

Lectures will be held Monday evenings at 8 p.m. In case of bad weather, .
the lecture's which are scheduled on the Central Mall will be moved to the ballroom in the New .,
MeJ{ico Union Building. There is no admission charge, and the general public is cordially invited.. '
.1

One case of simple assault was reported during May, and there were
eleven traffic accidents. Minor injuries were reported in two of the
accidents one accident was reported through June 6. No injuries were
reported.
Two cars were reported stolen during May. Through June 6, no
autos have been reported stolen.

Through May, one rape and one attempted rape have been reported
to campus police duri'ng 1978. During this period, there have been nine
simple assaults reported, one a robbery of$33, 10 auto thefts reporte'd,
one narcotics case reported and 25 arrests for various offenses.

Author, Lecturer and Psychological Consultant
Central Mall - 8 p.m.

July 10

Between May I and June 6, there have been no cases of rape or
attempted rape reported to campus police. During May, there were
four reported cases of indecent exposure.

The total value of loses for all larcency cases for the year through
May was $30,638. There were 235 caes through May.
The total value of losses for all burglary cases for the year through
May was $3271. Ten burglary cases were reported through May.

"Star Birth and Death: Dust to Dust
Dr. Michael Zeilik, II

I I'

'

tJ ~~ •

'

College costs can be cut

Wednesday, June 14
9:30-12:00
1:00-4:00
Mesa Vista Hall, 2116

One of the University· of New
Mexico's stated .. goals is that no
qualified student be denied the
opportunity to attend college
because of a lack of funds.
There is a. bewildering array of
financial aid a vail able to students in
the form of loans, grants,
scholarships and work-study
employment.
The UNM Student Financial Aid
Office in Mesa Vista Hall administers these programs. Almost
an of them require that the student
show financial need, which ls
defined as the difference between

·TV stations veto
.Fernwood gang
By JOHN CHADWICK
Barth Gimble and the gang left
Fernwood, Ohio last September
and moved to California.
Now, the entire cast is back in
syndication with the show now
called America Tonight, staring
Martin Mu11 as Barth Gimble.
Albuquerque viewers are being
deprived of seeing the talk show
parody, which has been in syndication since April, because of
ratings.
Max Sklower, General Manager
ofKOAT-TV said America Tonight
was receiving low ratings in other
markets carrying the program,
despite the fact critics have loved
the program.
KOA T carried Forever Fernwood
until it was replaced by America
Tonight.
Scott Randall, program director
for KGGM·TV, said the program
would not fit into their schedule at
this time.
Randall said there has been a lack
of interest in carrying the show but
did rule out the possibility of
picking up the series if enough
interest is shown.
Mary Noskin of KOB-TV said
she had not seen the program
offered.
She said because of program
content and the time it would have
to be shown, it is doubtful if her
station would pick-up the program.
Barton Bond of KNME-TV said
the station's fall schedule is set and
there is no way to pick up the show.
Until there is some viewer
response, Albuquerque fans of
Martin Mull will be unable to see
Mull in the infamous role of Barth
Gimble.

what the student can provide and
the cost of education--including
tuition, fees, room, board, books,
supplies and miscellaneous expenses. A student's need is
determined after he files the New
Mexico Financial Aid and
Scholarship Application and the
Finandal Aid Form.
Academic scholarships are
awarded by the University based on
academic achievement during the
previuos semester. A student must
have at least a 3.5 grade point
average to win one of these $125 a
semester scholarships. Presidential
Scholarships are· granted to in·
coming freshmen for four years,
provided they maintain a high level
of academic achievement.
The U.S. Office of Education
offers five student financial aid
programs:
--Basic Educational Opportunity
Grants (BEOG) are intented to be
the floor of a financial aid package.
They do net have to be repaid.
Grants ranging up to $1600 per year
are available through this federal

program.
--The Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant is for students
of exceptional t1nancial need who
would not be able to continue their
education without the grant. The
university must provide the student
with finan~ial assistance at least
equal to the amount of the SEOG.
--College Work Study provides
jobs both on and off campus, with
a minimum hourly wage of $2.65 an
hour. 1Students can work from six
to twenty hours a week during
school, and up to forty hours
weekly when school is not in
session.
--National Direct Student Loans
bear three per cent simple interest
yearly, with a minimum of
repayment of $30 monthly.
Repayment begins on the first day •
of the tenth month after
graduation.
--Guaranteed Student Loans
enable a student to borrow directly ·
from a bank, credit union or
savings and Joan association. The
total B.mount that may be borrowed

,.~
~

week by the Department of Health, ~Education and Welfare.
8
Also available to qualified t;1
students are federally insured e.
student loans, health professions ~
and nursing loans and grants, and· g.,
short term loans.
.0

for undergraduate study is $7,500,
and the interest rate is ·seven per
cent.
. The Student Financial Aid Office
administers the New Mexico
Student Incentive Grant, which was
allotted almost $300,000 early this

II

Petty's Plz.zn
Deep Dish Pl.z.zn
By the slice nnd pnn
Plus ftesh snlnd nnd
slice specials
2004 Centtal SE
Actoss ftom UNm

•

Phone 843-9750

An IBM representative
will be at The University
of New
Mexico
.
June 29,1978
·to discuss your career.
We'll be talking about outstanding career opportunities
in marketing, engineering or computer science.

Do You Need
Cash?.
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

There's a lot of opportunity at IBM. Information technology,
from modern computers to advanced office systems, is our business. It's a business that offers great opportunity for you.
It could be worth your while to talk with the I~M repres.entative and find out how your career could grow wtth IBM. S1gn up
for an interview at the placement office or write: H. A. Thronson,
Corporate College Relations Manager,
IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles, CA 90010.
""
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QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and

Summer

LOBO

(conti11ued from page 1)
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attempt to reconcile any problems
arising out of this financial
situation.
ASUNM law requires the senate
to hold at least one meeting during
the summer. Garcia said this
gathering would probably be held a
week before school starts. Swanson
said "in the works" for the new
senate are plans for a deaf
awl!_renessday, a program involving
the senior citizens of the community, more daytime activities in
the SUB 'lind possibly a free
speakers program. Also, she said,
. ~he Office of Research and Consumer Affairs (ORCA) will be
putting out a senate newsletter,
possibly in conjunction with the
LOBO.

SERVICES

Classified
Advertising
10• per word
Marron Halll31
8:30 a.m. to 4:00p.m.

.Daily
1.

PERSONALS

WANT TO VOLUNTEER your spareflme? Agora is
be.;:inning summer training June 19 at 7;00 pm in
Ortega Hall, room 147.
06/19
PARAPHENALIA, CIGARETIES, TEAS, incense,

and the lowest prices on pipes in town. Pipe- and
Tobacco Road, 107 CorQell SE. Across from UNM.
06/9

editorial system. Technical, general, legal,· medical,
.scholas*. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
07127
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
.268-8515,
7/27
OPENINGS IN MANZANITA Programma Jnfantil
al UNM for 6-8 y·ear old boys and giirls, For information ca,ll Marlis Mann 277·20~3, 4114 or Irene
Serna 277-4907, 2132, if interested in applying for
yourchild.
06/15
GENERAL HOME REPAIRS, Eslimates free. Ray
299-2769,.
06/15
'GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rocJ(, classical, jazz.
Marc's ~uh~r studio. 255-5886, "Quality private
instruction."
07/27

4.

HOUSING

WANTED: ONE BEDROOM house near univer5ity
starting July 1. Call Mike at 277·!i6!i6. Leave
message,
6/ I 5
ROOMY 1 BR Fl)RNISHED apartment, utilities
paid. $185,00/mo., 116 Harvard SE. Caii34S·2627
6/15
N.E, HOUSE- 3 BR., plus to share for summer $75
-$150 per mo. plus utilities. Ray 299-2769.
6/09

SEARCHING FOR SUMMER housing? Re~idence
Halls are your answer for maximum convenience to
campu~ plus comfort and economy In housing and
fo9(1 service! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays, 9·4
orcall277-2606.

6/15

5., FORSALE
WOMEN BICYCLISTS. Save $3.00 on Avocet
anatomically designed women's saddle. For all day·
comfort, R.C, Hallen's. 2122 Coal Pl. SE, 843·9378.
6/29
1972 DATSUN FASTBACK- Excellent c;ondition.
New lires, new clutch, new battery. $1100. Call 2945383 after 5 pm.·
7 /27
GLEA.RANCE SALE ON selected gitane motobecane
and velo solex bikes. R.C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl.
SE, 843-9378.
6/15
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST - A collection of
UNM's creative works is now on sale at UNM
bookstore, the Mercado, and MarrOn Hall, Room
13 t. $2,00. Support the Arts.
7 /27
BELL BICYCLE HELMETS reg. $33.95- $29.95.
June only, R,C. Hallett's, 2122 Coal Pl. SE 843-9378.
6/22
QUALITY STEREO COMPONENTS, singly or
system; call Bruce. 281-:3095.883-2745.
6/09

TYPESETTER/PASTE UP.._people will be needed for
fall. Evening hours 8 p,rf!. to midnight, Freshman
and sophomores preferred. Typing skills required,
We will tr.nin for other aspects, Marron Hall131, 8;30
to 4:00p.m. daily,
tfn
PART-TIME MANANGER at efficiency r.omplex.
Minimal main.lenance and time required. Single
student, call 34~-2627.
6/09
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE Students only,
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs old.
Apply in per.!)ion, no phone calls please. Save-Way
liquor S!ores at 5708 LomasNE, ~516 Menual NE.

6129

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WOMEN- EARN $75.. 00- Participate in medical
research-blood drawing-must be of normal weight,
06/09
Call Pal Dodd 277-4064.
WOMEN- EARN $50-75- 18 to 30 yrs. oF ageparticipate in medical research involving blood
drawi!lg and shorHerm estrogen administration must be of normal weight. Call Pal Dodd 277A064,
06/09

T,he deadline fbr drop. . .a class '!J(iY;'our receiving a
grade of "F" or "'!"F" (w~!l!;'i'fft'l-faifl is June 23 for
classes lastin,g eight..weeks. p
·
f19.."t
The deadline for dropping four-w~~~~~~Was the first
day that t!Je class met.
ltfJ.\fJ..'f.~'
~
~~

I
!.

Sessidn reflects
student reaction
to tuition hike
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FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid,
$143.00mo.I710CoaiPI.SE.Call345-2627, 6/15
UNIQUE STUDIOS WITH sundeck. Near UNM on
Princeton $155. Water paid, 255-2872.
6/15
STUDENT PUai,ICA.TIONS HA.S an nDcninz for a
SUMMER TERM SINGLE rooms, kitchen privileges
student who qualifies for work study and has
$100/mo. Canterbury Co·op. 1705 Mesa VIsta NE, , bookkeeping or accounling experience. Marron Ha!l
Contact bet ween 5 and 8 pm,
6/09
room 131.8:30·4:00p,m.,daily,
tfn

6.

orop~H

EMPLOYMENT

By MILLS RIPLEY

The same number of students are
enrolled for summer ~ession this
year as were last year, but the
number of credit hours they will be
taking has dropped 2.2 per cent,
Associate Registrar Richard Legoza
said.
Legoza said he suspects students
are reacting to the higher tuition
this summer and the availibility of
part-time work in Albuquerque by
not taking as many classes.
· He said, "We have a lot of
courses offered.in the mornings and
very few offered in the afternoons."
_With a high concentration of
morning dassel;, many students
must choose between two classes
which meet at the same time,
resulting in fewer credit hours, he
said.

ss.oo off with coupon

Is your bicycle tired? Run
down? Suffering from · iron
deficiency anemia? Cheer up!
Let our expert mec;hanics put
it back into condition for the
summer months ahead.

on tune up and Safety checkup
regularly s1s.oo to s20.00

expires 6-17-78

R. C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles
2122 Coal Pl. SE

•

843-9378

Italian Fatso Special
50coff

Italian Fatso Special
$1.00 off any dinner

Fatso no.l, Fatso no. 2 and our hot Roast Beef

lasagna, ravioli, eggplant, sausage and peppers

Bear breeding
prompts diet

w/mushrooms, gravy and cheese

includes salad and garlic bread
coupon good anytime through 6-14-78

(regular size only, minis are 25c off)
coupon good anytime through 6-14-78
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Students nominate winners
for 'outstanding teacher'
Professor Ellis has been teaching
at UNM for nine years. He is the
1978 summer school chairperson
because of his seniority in his
department.
"I have two goals as a teacher,"
Dr. Ellis said, "to give my students
as much knowledge as possible, as
much as any Harvard graduate; and
to train my students to be
.
, .·
.

By ROBIN LICHTENSTEIN
~

A graduate teacher of history and
an undergraduate instructor of
psychology were chosen by a
selection committee for the Outstanding Teacher of the Year
Award. The award is $750.
Professor of history Dr. Richard
Ellis won the award for Out-

I

S.B.Sa HAS THE LARGEST
SELECTION· OF OFFICIAL
U·SED UNM TEXTBOOKS.
and more:
Art & Engineering su·pplies
Texas-Instrument, Hewlett-Packard,
&Sharp calculators and accessories
School and Office supplies
UNM Classrings
Law, Medical, Nursing arid Professional
textbooks and study aids
UNM souvenirs & gifts

~

"My classes are difficult but
fair," Dr. Harnick said.
She works hard to maintain
contact with her students and keeps
them interested in the subject
matter rather than what is to be on
the next exam.

"I try to get to know my students
and become alta tched to my
Professor Frances Harnick (above) and Professor Richard classses,'' Dr. Harnick said.
Ellis (below) were selected as outstanding teachers by a
CHADWICK PHOTO

special committee.

CHADWICK PHOTO

professionals before they get out of
college. I emphasize the value of
publication
and
attending
professional meetings. This is why
all my students have jobs as
teachers and historians by the time
they graduate."

She plans to buy a painting with
the award money, to remember this
occasion.
"I am pleased to know the
University cares as much about
teaching as it does about
publication," Dr. Harnick said.

Flower

puncture

S \B S
I
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One of Dr. Ellis' students did a
dissertation on Walter Prescott
Webb that was published by the
UNM Press and nominated for the
Pulitzer Prize in 1975. Professor
Ellis plans to use his $7 50 award
toward a trip to Denmark on the
Fulbright program.

"I try to make my large classes
personally relevent, intellectualy
stimulating and amusing," said Dr.
Frances Harnick who teaches
Introduction to Psychology classes
of 650 students. This is her third
4 y.ear at the university, after teaching
at a community college. in
Baltimore for two years. She
·
: received her Masters and Ph.D
.S,!iii,~ degrees
at John
Hopkins
~1i University.

- WASH1NGTON (UPI ) - The National Zoo's two giant pandas are too standing Graduate Teaching. He
fat and each will have to shed more than 50 pounds to mate properly and was nominated by his students and
the recommendation was evaluated
.
produce an offspring, zoo officials said Thursday.
Officials said they plan to put the two roly poly bearhke creatures on a by.the selection committee headed
by Dr. Joel M. Jones, assistant
diet to get them in proper shape for next spring's breeding season.
They said they want to trim their weight to 220 pounds or less. Currently provost and acting dean of
Ling-Ling, the female, who is slightly older, weighs276 pounds and Hsing- faculties.
Dr. Frances Harnick of
Hsing, the male, weighs 273 pounds.
They also said there is no evidence that ther~ is anything. wrong with. the psychology, who won the Outpandas who have failed to make the grade dunng each matmg season smce standing Undergraduate Teacher of
the Year Award, was also
1973.
Dr. Devra Kleiman, the zoo's reproduction biologist, and Jaren nominaled by her students.
Supported by the Greater UNM
Horeley, the general curator, said they were told about the weight problem
Fund,
the award is administered
last month during a visit to China, the pandas' homeland.
through
the office of the provost.
"They (the Chinese) were very encouraing about the possibility of our
animals breeding in the future," Ms. Kleiman said. "One of the things Any student, faculty member,
they recommend was that we keep the animals weights about 100 kilograms chairperson, dean or alumnus may
nominate anyone teaching at UNM,
(220 pounds)."
"They feel we have a very good chance," said Ms. Kleiman, adding zoo though an individual may submit
officials will not worry unless there are no offsprings during the next seven only one nomination. Each
nomination must be accompanied
years. There has yet to be a pandapregrancy in a zoo outside of China.
Since 1972 when the pandas were given to the United States by the by a written statement outlining the
Chinese government, they have dined twice a day on apples, carrots, reasons for the nomination. Some
cooked sweet ptatoes, rice gruel, a dog biscuit and 20 po.unds of cut of the criteria for the award includes
student
evaluation,
bamboo.
publication,
nomination,
and
Ms. Kleiman said the zoo will make an across-the-board cut in their food
ability
to
teach
graduate
students
but there will be "no starvation diet" because there is plenty of time until
and large classes, said Professor
next spring.
The two giant pandas are the only ones in the United States and part of Bernard Spolsky, member of the
selection committee.
only a dozen in the zoos outside of China.

.

GET USED·TO THE IDEA!

Legoza said the number of re·
admitted students, tho.se who have
skipped one or more regular
semesters, enrolled this summer is
up 26.7 per cent from last summer
to 1,062 students.
He srud the number of transfer
students attending UNM this
summer is also up-817 this year
compared to 766 in 1977.
He said because of the staggered
starting dates of many classes,
Dean of Admissions and Records
Robert Weaver waived the $15 late
registration fee earlier this year to
avoid confusion.
"You would think that with the
$15 late fee being waived. students
would feel freer to play around with
their schedules through drops and
adds; but that hasn't been the
case," Legoza said.
He said there are fewer drops and
adds this summer than usual.
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The man-stabbing roses which lined the east side
of the SUB have been replaced by less vicious
juniper bushes.
The seagreen junipers, chosen by landscape
architect Bob Johns, replaced rose bushes which
were lost when the union was expanded two years
ago.
In 1970 the United States Armed Forces in
Southeast Asia invaded Cambodia which touched
off demonstrations on UNM's campus. With these
demonstrations came the calling out of the
National Guard by then-governor Dave Cargo.
Bayonets were a fixed to the guards' rifles and they
marched across the mall. Three people were
stabbed and official reports stated the people
wounded fell upon the roses lining the mall .
Johns chose the junipers "because l wanted an
evergreen planting to edge the mall.''
The work, which took six weeks, was done by
Los Patios Contractors.

